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A program directed towards the design.,_d evaluation of a passive orientation
device for use in alleviating the strit_gent sun vector alig-nmcnt requirements
.associated with lightweight high quality paraboloidal solar concentrators has _,
been corfipleted, The orientation device fabricated and testing during the ,
program is designed to sense the unbalance of solar energ7 impinging on
sensors located adjacent to the focal plane of the concentrator. The device
responds to this unbalance by producing corrective torques thel'eby relocating
the,c'oncentrator and reducing tim solar orientation error.
A _ariety of a_echanisms using bimetallic and vapor pressure sensor-actnator
',' elements were _valuflted and the vapor pressure type was selected. A,,mercury
') filled sensor and bellows actltator mechanism was constructed and integrated
with a calorimeter device which simulates a thermionic genera'tot. ' Test re-
sul,ts have shown that the mount is easily capable of reduc!ng ± 5 degree aligm-
ment errors to less than _z5 minutes when applied in a systenq consisting el a : ..
searchlight qualify 5 foot concentratoc and a simulated thermionic generator
operating at 2000°K. " " -_,,,
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I,0 INTRODUCTION ....
Recent advances have made thermionie power conversiou systemsextrem y'desirab]e
for space vehicle appl';catiorm, particularly ,when highly'accurate Solar concentrators
use the limitless energy of the sun to provide the required powe, r. The advantages of
not having' to 'carry a fuel or heat source are obvious, but the re_i_,firement for high tem-
peratures with thermionic energ7 conversion fosters a formid_{ble solar orientatiol_ prob-
lem. The re duirement that high precisioh concentrators be sun oriented to within tenths
of a degree established the need for development of highly' accurate and reliable 'orienta-
tion mech_'nisms.
_, .J/
Feasibility test models,conceived and built in the past have shown that heliotropic mounts
can provide the .,type of control action required to orient solar concentrators without ..
using,, complex electronic or eleeh'omeehanical de*Oices." The models demonstrated that
mount power requirelnents are very/small, representing only"lhe"energ_, normally lost
outside a thermionic generator cavity due to the image spread associated with paraboloi J
dal refleetdi_s. The simplicity of the design concept and the small number of parts in a
pa.ssi_;v, heliotropic raount promote high performance and reliability Also since many ,,
space power system generator concepts will involve the use of relatively small coneen-
trator-gener_tor modules, the heliotropic mount repr_.sents an i,deal way of easihg the
._. structural alignmerlt tolerances in'the assembly of an array of modules sine/_ each module
, is independently oriented.
n
,, The l>_iiotropic mount is a sun sensing and seeMng device as is i':nplied by its name. In
,.practice it is possibfe to arrange many simple mechanisms', ex.eiusive of any electronics
or eltectromechanical components, which will ext}ibit a tropistic rea._'tion when placed in
.. view of the Sun. The heliotropic mount concept is illu,sh'ated in Fig_trc I. 9-i for a m,e-
chanism usi}ig_ bimetal!Jr strips to obtain the corrective action. The motion shown for
the misalignod concdiltl:ator is g...eu[ly exaggerated since the. mount mechanism can be
"' made to be a'vecy high ,gain device. The operati_g principle is, ho_vcver, clearly il-
, , _-J
lustre ted.. As the vehicle, and thei'eforo, the concentrator, is mis0l'iented with. respe-.._
to the. sun, the focal spot tends to move away from tl{e concentrator axis and produce an
unbalanced heating of the interl)osed bimetallic elements, The._'e elements in tu'rn produce',
" restoring torque whicll minimiz_'s the alignment error,
,, h_ cal'ly 1959, the Thom.nson Ramo Wooldridge Corporation (TRW) designed and tested
several l'easibility models of the.. heliotropi(, mount which used simple bimeLaIlic sensor
,, actuators to obtain conqentrator jtlignmont corrections. An improved model slmwn in
" " Figllre 1.0-2 was i.osted _.l.ndt'ound to possess a gain sufficient to limit (.one, nl rater aIi[rll --
, mdnt error to less tlmn 0.1 degrees in lhe race or ve.hicle, misoriontation of Ul! to 5 _le--
gree_< Other' charactcristie.s such as _!wrmal response, nmchanical strength m' stiifne.ss, ,.,
_md, load ('al)aeil,y were somewhat dcl'i_'ient. .The mounts were rolative.ly Shnlfle. and opera-
., .tion was confined ,to siml_le bench testing with Ill.tie. regard for, the enviromnontal con-
ditions which wouhl be encountered in an actual solar the_;'mionie system,
t, l'
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-COMI LETE HELIOTROPIC MOUNT ASSEMBLY• INS ALLED ON h VACUUM PLATE "
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FIGURE 1.0-2
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h_ re.cog,_:tion of the need for a passive type orientation device for future space power •
systems, a :._esearch program was _m,arded to TRW by NASA for the fabrication an0
,testing of a _ypical device. Under the NASA sponsored program _he objective was to
develop a practical mount configxlration which would operate with precision concen-
trators of up to I0 feet in diameter. The test mount design established during the pro-
gram, is sized to operate with a 5 foot concentrator to facilitate testing of the mount with
solar'enerKv. This mount was to be fully ,compatible with the operating envionment and
capable of reducing concentratm' miualignm_nt to : 12 minutes or less i_ the face of
vehicle orientation errors of • 5 degrees. During the program, several mount concep.ts
were revimved and. based on the results of this review a speei[ic concept was selected
and designed. This design is as near prototype as possible and demonstrates that the
selected configuration is entirely compatible with the operating environment and posses-
es operating characteristics suitable for integration in anticipated future space power
systems. The moant design was completely tested to determine all pertinent thermal,
mechanical, and st_'uctural characteristics. Because of the nature of the tests and the
complications of trying to simulate space vacuums, zero gravity conditions, thermal
,, equilibriums, etc. the test activity represented one of the most critical and difficult
undertakings in the program.
There are a numb-er of configurations using both bimetallic and vapor pressure sensor-
actuators which can be adapted to asblar power generating system to reduce orientation
requirements by :ne_,'._ of repositioning the concentrator. The principal configuratmns
which were considered in detail under this program are reviewed in the following sections.
h_ all eases the mount sensors were considered to intercept the tail or fringe zone ef the
flux profile at the generator cavity aperture. Other approaches using secondary lenses
or mirrors are:possible and would perhaps prevent mount or sensor destruction during
initial acquisition or gress misorientation periods when very high flux levels prevail
•at 'the sensors. The use of the concentrated cone of fhtx is very desirable, on the other
hand, since it provides for a very high and variable gain sy,stem and eliminates the
problems of ali'g_ ;ng the secondary mirror systems.
- /
3
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2.0 SUMMARY
1 The effort during this research project has been directed in seven major areas . _,
associated With,the development, design, and evaluation of a near prototype helio-
tropic mount. These areas are:
1. A review of the basic considerations and design factors related
to the mtmy mounts and act, aation concepts.
2. A detailed study of, and finalization of a preferred mount design
concept.
3. The fabrJ.cation of all mount hardware along with the preparation
of test facilities required for a comprehensive mount evaluation.
4. Conducting " " _prehmmary performance tests and calibration of ..
the calorimeter device. _"
5. Modification of the mount as required.
6. A complete laboratory evaluation of the modified mount to deter-
mine all thermal, inertial, arid gain characteristics.
7. Solar testing of the mount to confirm chai_acteristi'cs predicted _,
during the dgsign phase and the laboratory testing. ,..
A review of the approaches to reorielitation of misaligned s'blar' co-,eentrators led to
the conclusion that the most satisfactory approach is to slew or rotate the concen-
t_'atbr about the generator assembly. Other approaches suffer excessive losses and "
are generally more difficult _o mect:_t,ize. "['_mbasic heliotropic mechm_isms,
including various configurations of bimetallic elements and several- wtpor pressure
mechanisms using bellows, bourdon tubes_ and helix configurations, were evaluateJ
on the basis of their particular charaeteristics and limitations, The results Or "t41lS
evalt_ation has led to the seleetion of the vapor pressu.re concept using bellows type
._ aetua-tors, merc_ry as the charging fluid, and flexti_'e bearings as the p,'ime com-
ponents. This .,lelection Was made not because bimetallic and other vapor pressure
concepts were unsuitable, but because the bellows actuator concept appeared to offer
the best combination of desirable eharaeteristies and the greatest flexibility, and
adaptability which will be required in _hticil)ated future system applications. :-"
0
A tentative design was carried out using the bello_,s concept built around a thermionic
t type module consisting of a five _foot diametei- solar eoncentrak._r,and a 100 watt
.thermionic genm, ator. At)propriate characteristics were assumed l'or the conc, entrator,
I generator and mount 'hardware. These characteristics '_vere then _med in an analog
'l
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computer program to permit a reasonably comprehensive study el'the mount perform- ,,
anee. Favorable computer study results includinga parametric _valuation of various /
changes in component characteristics were subsequently obtained. Based on these l
results a heliotropic mount was designed and the necessary drax{,ings prepared.
The fabrication of a power distribution calorimeter which sim-flates the thermionic
generator, the special mounting plates and braeketry, and other eom_nonents of the
heliotropic mount was accomplished. The calmqmeter device is intended to 'provide }
a good sin_,_,lation of the operational environment associated with a thermionie 1
generator and serves as the power,absorbin_ _nd measuring device required for the
solar testing phase ofthe mount evaluations. The actual mount hardware is desig.-_ed
as an attachment to the calorimeter assembly as shown in Figure 2, 0-1, and possess
all the features which wou!d be required for'a working space powe,r system. The
assembly including the vacuum enclosures for environment simulation and support
structures have been desig_ed to permit a complete test evaluation of all thermal, .,
dynamic, and mechanical mount chai'ac_eristics.
Preliminary tests conducted on the mou_nt in the laboratory showed a number of defeats
in the assembly. The calorimeter, which consists of four conducting elements sized
and instrumented _:.ith thermocouples to permit a measurement of heat flux, w_,s found
to be very errata in its behavior, The calorimeter cavity attained very nearly its
1700°C design temperature with the _proper' power input simulated by electron bombard-
meat heating, but an unstable'meehanical junction between the sensing elemen[s and the
radfator sections within the c'alorimeter produced radical fluctuations in conducted
power. The bellows selected for the mount actuators was also found to vary greatly
in its characteristics with the application of pressure. The overall spring rate was
found to quadruple at design pressures, deflection was limited, and the effective '_
bellows area was determined to be half the value speficied by the vendors literature.
Most important of all, the sensors used in detecting concentrator alignment.errors
were found to be several..hundreddegrees _oohot due to the direct thermal input
from the adjacent hot cavils' of the calorimeter.
.The mount was reworked t elhninate or reduce the problems cnco,,ntered ,iurin,..
1. /preliminary testing. The lYoor thermal joint at the ealorimeteJ shall to ra_,J_tor
junction was brazed to form a one piece assemMy. --The bellows iengLh was doubled
by welding on an identical bellows and lengthening the bellows ]iousm,, m_(' dlwr "
lingages, Both changes were found satisfactory in thai. the oalarimeter otJil)tll wqs
,)
stabilized and the mount spring rat_, reduced by _,_facto,- of two. The doubling of
the liellows length also increased the allowable deflection to a full 4:5 ° of mount "
motion which h_-_dat r_rst been found deficient to the extent tl_;,t a slighl .vieldh_g of
the I)ellows occurred when the rnouul was rotated over 4°. . The sensor ovoriempe'_ -
" ature problem x_as not ove,'eorne by attempts at !reproved shieldingand heatsinkin,
The final solution required the remowfl oF tl_e sensor (o a h_(,.:dion outside the _..
_,simulated gen'erator body to a poinl nearly l/2 inch forward of the focal plane and
u
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the cavityaperture. There was considerableconcern th._,1tho Fluxprofileor
distributions()fa_]forward ofthe focalplane might not.be suitabletoinsurehigh
sensitivityto small conc'entratoralignment errors thereby redur.ingthe mount gain
to an unsatisfactory'evel. Preliminary c.sti-matesofthisfluxdistributionindicate(i
a reasonable chance for obtaininggood mount performance, however, and the very
fa\'orab]esolar testresultshave since l,ornout the wisdom of thisrelocation.
The reworked;nmunt was subjectedto a seriesof laboratoryteststo obtainas much
performance data ms'possible. The testswe.redividedintoseveral discreteclassifi-
cationsbecause of tliecomplicationsof tryingto testspace qtmlifiedhardware under
an earth bound environment. Staticand dynamic tesCsof mount _7otationas a function ,.
of sensor temperature were carried out inhigh vacuum using combinations of electron
bombardment and resistanceheatingtechniquesIo simulate inputpower,levelsunder
solar operation. Inertialtests,simulatingthe mass of the concentrator,were of
necessitycar,-;edout outsidethe vacuum enclosures with simple electrical_heating
elements used to force sensor and other key components to the desired i:emperature
levels. Dynamic frequency,response datawas obtainedfor a considerablerange of
,,temperah,res and for several concentrator[nertialvalues simulatedby simple
weighted lever arm systems The range of frequency response datawas seve.'ely
limitedbecause of the sensor he.atermasses but dataobtainedfor frequenciesup
'to 0.05 cps compared favorably with previous computer sbtdy performance _values. "
Under actual solar energ 3, tests using, the TR\V solar tracker rig and a 5' foot diameter
glass concentrator mount performance was found to be satisfaeto,.'y. With the sensors
h'ee of ,the added thermal inertia of the heaters and operating in the high vacuum of
the track Jr environmental chamber, the mount response and gain were very close to
the design values. The mount has demonstrated its abilil3, to respond to signals.which
vary at freqlmncies up to 0.1 eps. The mount gain or measure ol" sensitivity has
been found to be better than 1 degree rotation per 1 _ninute of misorientation sig_ml.
With this gain it is easily possible to maintain concentrator alig_rnenl within ,- 5 minules
while subjecting the vehicle structure,to orientation errors of __5 degrees. '"
A review3, of the performance test _'esu(ts leads Io the conclusion that heliotropic devi(..es
- can be developed and used satisfactorily in anticipated fut_{}'e space power systems
Such mounts should be al)le to correct for random"orientation errors in stabilized
vehicles or space stations, and may. even__,he ,suitable, , for use with slowly, rotatint_ spin
slabilized st__tion s.
t,
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3, 0 MOUNT CONCEPT DVALUATION
l 3, 1 Review of Methods for Correcting for Concentrator Misali_nment ,, -
_. An evaluation of two methods of concentrator and cavity alignment was performed,'"
These methods include generato{ _ cavity translati_m and conceJitrator realignment
by means of heliotropic devices.
I Of the two approaches stated a stronger case may be made for the concept wt_ich
slews or repositions tim concentrator. The arguments which are presented for or " ,.
i against each concept ar_ founded not only on an analytical evaluation but also uponpractical physieal and dynamic considerations appropriate to the mount mechanisrns.
Other factors which are given consideration are those pertaining to the environmental
i aF_.doperating conditions which are present in the typical space station or vehicle.
The chief _dvantage of repositioning the cavity is that it would not be burdened by
the large inertias associated with the concentrator slewing mechanisms. Also, by• t addition of a small w ight penalty, it. appears reasonable that uch a mount
tl
,' could b:e made to withstand the spin loading associated with large rotating space
yehicles or _.tations. However, the flux distribution with this mount arrangement
is subject to considerable distortion and spread due to angular misalignments in
the concentrator. This is shown in Figure 3.1-1 which indicates tim spot shape
and axial displacement for a 45 ° rim ang!e, 10 foot diameter parabolo}d underl several
conditions of mi_o{ientation. The circular spot represents the aperture diameter
which would be sufficient to intercept all of the solar flux ..ssum'ing a perfedt-_eon-
,, centrator surface geometry. The spot outlines shown displaced from this circfila.r
aperture represent the effect of misorientin_ this concentrator In tl_e amount or "':-.
3, 10, and 30 minutes of arc. tt is immediately seen that even if t'3o e,,]_ei:.yaperture ..
were. moved to coincide with. the center of the peak flux intensits, o[ each spot there '.
'would be.sulJstantial losses due to the large proportion of flux falling outside the
apertlfre. The area of the spot with 30 minutes misorientation is 175. per emit of the ..
circular apert=re area, This number is substantially increased for orientation errors
approaching 5 degrees and for concentrators of higtmr rim angles,
q L, _,
The caviV translation requirements for a 26 inch focal length concentrator would be
_.lpproximately: "
,., _ - 26 sine = 2.26 inches -
for ¢ equal to 5 degrees. If the aligmnent error occurs on a plane 45 de,_;Tees from
' o
" the actuator axis, the required actuator stroke musl. l)e 3, 2 inches, , These numbers
_0 assume the solar ray from the center of the eonem)trator will lm coincident' with l.he
center line of the altered flux distribution proFiie, Sinee thi:s is not the ('.as(.', the
actuator motion must be even larger. In considering motions of this sort, it is almost
, mandagbry that pistons, linear motor, jack screws, ot similar components be utilized:
F,ven if high flexure welded bellows could be emplnyed th, ',ulb sen,_,-,r i t)venlory volumes
I would become very large with an attendant loss in response and performan('.c,
d..... 9
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The fact tha_'the focal spot is changed and tile flux profile made' unsymmetrical would
also make it very difficult to determine a suitable sensor location. Even'though the
I , sensors would Ktways seek a loe_.iq_ where a force balance would exist in the mountactuator'system the power input to the sensors would vary with misorientation error.
-_, "This power input variation could easily be as much as 10 or, 20 times t}_e design vMue
" under oriented conditions and a mount-failure due to overtemperature or overpx'essure,might occur.' - ,, "
i
Because of the large araounts of power lost outside a properly sized c:avity aperture,the excessively long actuator stroke ':,_q'_irements and the sensor location ano equili-
brium problems with mlgular misorientation it appears the trar, slation type mount is
I unsatisfactory.
The approach to"concentrator reorientation which uses conee'ntra tot alignment must
i be considered in light of three factors, One, the amount of power iost due to the
rotation of the cavity aperture in the focal plane as part of the correctin:..; action of
the mount. Two, the variation in the image shape, location and percentage power
t io_s due to concentrator ,_lignment error. Three, the effect on sensor power inp, t
p4
due to image spot changes witl', concentrator mis,__rientacion. "
' The amount of cavity power lost due to a rotation of the aperture plane relative to the
concentrator axis has been found negligible compared to othel_ image distortiol_ 6r
translation losses. The analysis performed to establish the extent of this loss"
involves several simplifying assumptions. These are: 1) that the concentrator is
,. perfectly aligned with the sun, 2) the concentrator is a perfect parabola,, an8 3)
the flux distribution is uniform over the focal spot.
,, With these assumptions it may be shown that the percenLge of flux which fall outside" _'
the aperture circle for a single ray "ght may be as high as 7.8_6 per cent. Figure'
3. prospect wb re y aperture by the1-2a illustrates this is tile circle radfus established
ellipse formed due tp a solar angle of 32 minutes and a concentrator rim angle of
60 degrees. '-
I •
'1_Examination of Figure 3. i-2b which represents the concentrator-cavity relationship
_shows at once that only, part of the elongated ellipse will fali. outs,ide of the e0vity.
i 'This part of the ellipse possesses an area sufficient to produce _ 7.86 per cent ,,
reduction in, cavity power based on a uniform flux distribution.
This loss is' true f_r from the,i'edge of the ritr, atpercentage only
a ray coining a
"\, point in the plane peJ:pe_dicular to x-x and on tile eoncentcat'6]?, axis. All otimr l?ays
_?. would be subject to a smaller or inmost cases zero loss. An at_alysis of the' concentrator
\ ' ,, - , , . , . \ .
• geometry with respect to the, mchned cavity aperture was made to determine wh_,t
" concentrator areas would acridly cause ellipses with dimensions sufficient to produce
\\_ an impingement of Flux outside_he cavity aperture limits.' The resul'_ yield an
_ " . ' ° \ . ° - . ,
ffectlve concenl:rator' area of 6_,4, per cetxt a_d include, a scctmn,' of surface" appro_,l-
_atelye as showI/!,!in, Figure '_;l-_'e. " - " )(i"
',, l Ii _I "l!, '
\\
,, _ i'/ !
iY i},
| .//
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q'"_ - .... With a un'iform flux distribution the totM loss is then 7.86 x 6.4 or 0.50 per con%
With a true non-uniform flux distribution" ,is percentage will drop by an estimated
factor of ten or more.
t power lost due to concentrator Migmment error has been:'determined for a ten
Tile
foot diameter concentrator and 45 degree rim angle using Figure 3.1-1. },'or a perfect
paraboloic the change in shape and location of the im age relative to a cavity aperture ,
i on concentrator axis i_ seen to be great, for misorientation errors in ,cCss
located the
of 3 miimtes. A higher rim angle would of course increasethese changes _n shape and
location, Assuming uniform flux over the spot areas an integration has been performed
. to develop a curve of cavity powc, r v:ersus misorientation angle _ shown in Figure
3, 1.-3. In& curve which would be generated using a true flux profile for each image spot,
the shape wdul-4be altered to m_dn'Lain the total power at a h_gher level for raisorie,qta-
i tion angles up to 16 minutes and reduce total cavity power at a much faster r'_[_e for
;_ angles exceeding 16 minutes. .......
A more generM evaluation of the effects of concentrator misorientation may be made
from the plot of results of a computer _st-adyo (1) Fig_are 3.1-4 Lnows the reduction in
o o
t percentage e_f focal plane power which results for several assumed a_ ea concentratmnratios as a function of orientati_(.p: error. The curve expre,, ,:ed for t-m 12,000 con-
.... centration ratio would be'most _ppropriate for eofisideration .with _lelioLropic devices.
For this curve it is shown,that ewm with the absence of concentrato'_ _surface andgeome_,ry e rors the availaMe 'power falrs by 10% .9r more with an alignment error
of 1,2minutes. For most space power generation systems a 10 per cent decline in
power would ,probably represent _a tolorable limit. _,
Figure 3'. 1-5 represents a third evalu_atton of }he effect of coneentrat,-_ m;sorientation
I in terms of the measured power output from a thermionic cubfc'al cavity generator ,
I as a function of concent:r._ator orientation error. These curves are summarized in
,, Figure 3.1-6. Theband width is shown here to indicate the maximum varia'_ion in
. power output as a function of misorientation in several planes and with minor variations
" in the solar constant. The amount of power attenuation'here indicates not on!y .the
effect of a reduction in cal}ity power but the effect of a change; in generator performance
due to a less favorable flux distribution and a reduction in generator efficiency due to -_
," the eavgy temperature; fall off. ,, ' ....
t The last factor eoncem).ing power input variations to the sensor's due to changes in theimage shape'and flux distribution is ._he most difficult to evaluate. ,The misorientatior.,
.'_ of the concentrator, even when limited to 12 _flinute:_, .results in a g_ne_:_l enlarge-
ment of the focal image spot anda distortion of the flux prqft.le. ,_l'he t_qnsors Will not ;'! " h : - ,, ':> ,i"
(l)Thc data 'in Figl_res 3.1-4 through 3,' 1-,6 were' obtained ,during ,'{'RW _eseareh'" '
aetivitlk{s p,rior"to the initiation of the program rer_o_t'ed herein,,9 ,
tl
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Jintroduceany adaitionalalignmenterrorsdue tothischangeor distortioninthe
signalsource. Infactthebalancingactionofthemount issuchas to insurethe
: direction of the m&ximum possible flux into the'cavity under any condition of mis-
alignment regardless of the type or extent of image or flux distortion. This is true
because regardless of the flux profile or ambient level of the sensors, the actuation
mechanism will always try to reduce the sensor power input to a minimum. Also
for a balanced system each sensor in an opposing pair will be adjusted to have a '"
comparable rr." _um input which requires therefore that the maximum flux be ,I
,_directed betxv, ,l these sensing points. Since the sensing points .are located at the
cavity aperture the flux must enter the cavity; The only real danger is that the
increase in power input might raise the ambient sensor temperature above design.
limits and cause the destruction of the mount mechanism.
' t;
3; 2, Review of Bimetallic Mechanisms
The most direct approach to passive solar orientation is to use simple bimetallic
sensor actuators. Pre_lously tested models(2) utilized these _'imetals in the form •
of simple cantilever members with the tips protruding into the cone of concentrated
solar_lux and the rear end anchoredto a g!mbal ring arrangement. The operating
m_)chanism involved the tzlting of this gimbal ring by the unbalanced heatingof opposed
_, bimetal elements. These mounts worked well in most respects but possessed several
weakenesses and performance limitations.
For 'example such arrangements require some means of supporting or fixing the tip '_"
end to the generator assembly without introducing large resisting torques in the plane
90 degrees removed which would render the elements in that plane inoperative° Also
there was found to exist d_conflict between requirements for mechanical stiffness and
rapid'thermal response. Further, the, pivot bearing or support arrangements used in
the gimbal ring assembly were not able to carry the required loads or withstand long
term operations in vacuum ,at high temperatures. These factors and others indicated
a need for a review of bimetal actuators to select more appropriate _onfigurations.
A summary of this configuration evaluation is presented in the following paragraphs,
for: 1) cantilever strips, 2) gtmbal-less mount, 3) spiral coils, 4) hairpins,
:' 5) discs, 6) helical coils._ and 7) flexure bearings.
Cantilever Conce_
c, j
This concept shown in Figure 3.2-1a is of the type previously built and tested. The
listing of advafitages and disadvantages that follow are based on the experience with
"theseprevioustestmodels. _
J
(2)TRW Corporate Program.
18
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h, Advantages Disadvanta"ege_
i. Relativelysimple i. Poor thermal response
2. High gain 2. Poor mechanical strength |3. Easily fabricated 3. Difficulto locateforward bimetal
support due to hot cavity
4. Easily assembled
,)
4: Sensitive to overtemperature"
_5. Subject to hysteresis |
6. Poor mechanical advantage in i
support actuator arrangen}ents 1"
7. Introduces large bearing loads
!
8. Suitable forward bearings not
available
Gimbal-Less Mount Concept '
The concept shown in Figure 3.2-1b is an extensionof the cantileverconfiguration.
Itintroducessome simplificati}mby eliminatingt__.need;for gimbal rings and fixing
the concentratorrigidlytothe generator. Analysis shows thistype mount would work
onlywith very thinbimetals and would be very inefficientboth thermally and mech-
anically.
Advantages Disadvantages_
•I. Few parts 1. Requires thinweak elements
2. Easy to f_bricateand assemble 2. Elements must carry the weight
of concentrator-generator
u
3. Method of attachment of element
,_ tipsvery poor both the}-ma!lyand
"' mechanically
4. Generator moves in and out of
focal plane
5. _Low springratewill reduce response" "- ,'
characteristics ,,
q . ,
Sp._al_Coil C_e_gt
Figure 3.2-2ashowsthe spiralconceptwhich permits a large volume ofbimetal
m_erial to be packaged in a sm&ll volume. Thisdense packagiiigme;_msa conski'-
erableamount ofwork is made availablefor a giventemperature change. Unfortunately
_ 20 '_q
iI
t)
r
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J this dense packaging also complicates heat transfer and heat rejection and greatly in-
creases the thermal response time. This arrangement also suffers the need for a
I separate probe assembly, and special support or bearing andstructures, presents
an envelope which is not easily integrated in a thermionie generator.
I ,_ Advantages Dis advantages
'1. High density packaging of !. Difficult to heat and cool
t - actuator materials 2. Requires probe assembly
,, " 2. Moderate ea_ of fabrication 3. Requires complicated support or
i : bearing structures
4. Not easily integrated in generator
: structure_i
,- 5. Poor thermal response
,, 6. Possible lowmechanical stifiness
ttMrpin Configurations --
Another arrangement which shows considerable pron/ise, involves the use of hairpin
or folded bimetal elements. This arrangeme'at, shown in Figure 3.2-2b will double
i the deflection aehieyed with the cantilever type and eliminates the need for a forward 'support or bearing point. The open assembly also provides good heat transfer but
the larger mass of the elements is found to result in a lorJger response time.
Also in order to flally utilize the deflection capabilities and to reduce or eliminate
torsional effects at the point the elements are fixed to the generator, a compo,undtype bimetM must be used. This compound type'_.ssemb]y involves the interchange
of high and low"expansion materiMs on the same §lde of the bimetal element to
,)
,, provide control over the deflection mode at criticM points. This assembly is ofcourse much more difficult, to properly build.
,, Advantages Disadvantages ,
].. Large deflection cap_-tbitity 1. Loi_ger thermM response time
" 2. Good heat_transfer 2. 'Elements move relative to the
3, No forward support point focal plane "
,_, required 3. Sensitive to overtemperature!
4. Simple' to fabricate and 4. Must carry the weight of con-
assemble dentrator rind generator
5. -Moderate gain 5. 'JHas 1/2 the stiffness of cantilever
type for same element cross
6. No hystere, sis expected ,,
l section ,, , //
| "
o
,),
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Disc Configurations
The disc actuator concept is similar in many respects to spiral tv-)e and-would requiresimilar mounting and sensor probe arrangements. Also because of the ability to
,, "package compactly there is a potential for large work outputs, The disc assemblies,
as shown in Figure 3.2-3a suffer problems of thermal response and heattransfei and are mechanically very weak. It appears that in order to achieve the
large ,deflections "required it is necessary to use very thin disc elements° This
l a_gravates heat transfer and makes the system quite so_ with an attendm_t _obr
response characteristic. Also, the disc assemblies and the incorporation o'f a
suitable probe is quite difficult.
..... Advantages Dis advantages.
1. Large deflections 1. Poor thermaltransfer
2. Elements removed from. 2. Difficult to fabricate
high temperature area 3. Not easily integrated in generator
3, Large work output possible 4. Mechanically soft
5. Poor response characteristics
Helical Coils "
h
] ..
_- The most satisfactory combination of structural and physical properties is found in
the helical type assembly shown in Figv, re 3.2i-3b. The actuating element is pro-
tected from overtemperature by the use of an efficient probe. Heat transfer into
and away from the actuator element is adequate. The element rotation is apphed
directly _bout the bearing axis and the amount of actual element deflection reqidred
is held to a minimum. The flexure bearings support all the load of the concentratm:
and generator and yield only to the torque inducedb.'< the elements. The assembly
of the mounFis also simplified by not requiring the elements to be preloaded under
! the aml_iei_t, assembly conditions. Also the-assembly is o_fsuch a shape as to readily
permit its installation in a thermionic generatori" The only, deficiencies lay in the
area of thermal response and mechm_ical stiffness or spring rate.
, ;,, -%
Adyantages Disadvantage,s , ,i'" .
- " 1, Relatively simple construction 1. Poor thermal response )
2. High gain ,, :', _.. Mechm_icMly soft _
' " ' \ '- '%1 "q
--- 3. Induces rdtatmn _.reetly 3. Difficult' to i_,corporate large
4." Pt'otected h'om over- volufnes 0.fbimetal r_iaterial
i temper-_ture.
..... 5. Good therm,ql" transfer _ ,
h
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¢_ i
,_t 6. Easily integrated "
7. 'Bearings carry all load " ,',
8. No displacement of sensors
relative to focal plane " .'
_" 9. Requires no preloading in /' .
___ assembly z--
,] " Flexure Bearing Confi2:_ration
| This configuration in Figure 3.2-4 is an attempt to combine the functions of both the
frletionless flexu_'_ bearing and the bimetal actuator element. The flexible strips
used in the bearir, gs are replaced by bimetal elements and the inner sleeve caused
j - - to rotate with respect to the outer sleeve by heating or cooling the assembly, When
,_ applied in opposing pairs the ,bearing ass'emblies could be used to'correct for concen-
trator miso_:ientation. This concept was originally considered for use in mounts
t ' powered by either secondary optical systems oi- auxiliary ele_ctricalty operated heater_,| With the power input derived iron[ sources other than the, primary _0ncentrator flpx
cone such a mechanism may have a potential advantage. Considering only the con-
t centrator flux as a power source, this concept is at a great disadvafftage. The
%
'_ assembly cannot be miniaturized sufficiently to permit a close approach to the focal
:; point and probes are not efficient in transferring energy rapidly over the longe_- path.
Advant_%ges Dis_dvgz_tages ', ,,
1. Large load capacity 1, Poor heat transfer along probe
! u
2. High gain 2. Difficult to fabricate
| 3. Removes elements from hot 3. Assembly must be rel_iVely large
,, , environmen't 4. Poor'thermM response
", ,,4. Produces rotatiofi directly
' : 5. Requires no preloading ,, ,
3.3 Review of Vat,or Pressure Type Mechanisms
" !
Vapor pressure actuated mounts have been tested previously in component stages. '
The results of these limited tests and some preliminary analysis of potential mount_ '
designs have shown this type of mount to have favorable characteristics, tinder
this program the hwestigation of the various vapor preS_ur;e concepts has been
,,L" pursued in more detail Mmlg with the previously discussed bimetal concepts. In
mount confiRurations, designed to restore or control orientation by realig]flng the
concentrator the requirement, design, and protective features of the sensor actuation
mechanism"is' similar to that,encountered with thebimetals.
25 ,
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It is necessary to insure against destructive overheating of the. sensors, to insure good
thermal and mechanical response characteristics, high gain, and general compatibility
with the environment and power generating system, In addition _he vapor pressuresystem must be protected against overpressure, chargi g fluid decomposition, and
corrosion. Three basic actuation mechanisms were considered in an effort to
select the concept which will offer the best combination of features. These three are
described as bellows type, bourdon tube type, and helix type. Many arrangements of
each Js possible but for the most part the overall characteristics are not appreciably
changed by such m'rangement change_.
Bellows Actuator Type
Bellows type assemblies are considered to be the easiest and most conventional approach
to obtaining actuation. Current teclmology in the bellows fabrication area has made
available a number of small bellows of stainless construction with burst pressures well
over 15f10 psi and with defle'ction and spring characteristics which _ e appropriate for
use in a heliotropic mount. A number of arrangements are possible with the compact
bellows assemblies most of which are quite suitable for integration with a thermionie
generator assembly. Also by varying the bellows size a wide range of motive force or
torque and motion can be made available to facilitate the adaptation of the mount to
other systems.
The gain of a bellows system is also easily varied with most reasonable working fluids
since the rate of change of vapor pressure with temperature increases with an increase
in ambient temperature. A _/pical assembly is sho_n in Figure 3.3.-1.
Advantag_ : Disadvanta_.
1. Efficient force ger,eration 1. Moderately expensive
2. Negligible hysteresis ., 2. Difficult to fill properly
, ,. 3. High and easily _¢aried gain 3. Must be protected against gross
4. Compact and e,_sily adapted over pressure
t 5. life 4. Produces rotation indirectlyLong cycle
6. Good thermal and mechanical
response *
_ 7. Can incerporate internal -
d_mping for'system stability
¢, ,i
{q ,,
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Bot_lrdon Tube Actuators' ....
Assemblies of the type shown in Figure 3.3-2 were considered for mount-applica'_ion.
The unit shown was previously tested and found to be relatively ineff{eient as
an actuator mechanism. The assembly, does not possess sufficient strength to carry
the concentrator generator weight and the amount of torque generated is small
compared to the bellows mechanisms. The device has the advantage of elimin'ating
_ the need for any additional bearings but presents a rathe1" fozmid'ab]e assembly problem
and requires a somewhat large and inconvenient shaped assembly.
• Advanta eges Disadvantages__ l!
= ]
1. Moderate gain 1. Cc_--licated assembly with
2. Eliminates the need for mm'_, joints
!
bearings 2, L,-u'ge size _:_
3. C_od respo_me characteristics 3. Inefficient
4. Produces direct rotation 4. Low strength :'
Helical Tube Actuator
The use of a pressurized helical, tube to produce motion results in a e:on_iguration very
similar to that shown for the hel._cal bimetal assemb.l,_ ip Figure 3.2-3b. The 'probe is
replaced by a sensor and connecting capiltaryo This assembly is somewhat more
desirable thanthe bourd0n tube configuration in that it is 'more compact and has the :
use of external support bearings. Also, the assembly is simpler and perhaps easier
to integrate with a generator. Using a sev_or probe provides for good thermal
response and both this assembly and the bourdon t_be assembly requir e smaller
sensor charge invento_'ies beem_se of the way motion is produced in the flattened
tube assemblies.
-, Advantage s Diss d_antal_e_,s_s
1. Good response characte/'istics 1. Low efficiency
". Small sensor inventery 2, Design is not flexible or easily
" 3. Produces direct rotati.on_, : adaptable
" _' 3., Assembly is difficult
,l
J
4, Mount is soft ,,
3.4 Preliminary_Des_y__.Studies _hnd Analogue Co_nputer Evaluation of
o Proposed Mount Concqe_t ,,,
_, u u
" Based on the review of all bimetal ,and vapor pressure actuator concepts two mechanisms
were selected for a more detailed evaluation. 'These were of the helical bimet;d andS'the
::[ '_ellows type. The mount designs v?,ere developed arotm.d state of the art hardware. The
, -, 29
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1
designs assume a 60 inch diameter 60 degree rim angle concentrator wdghing 10 pounds.
This concentrator would represent a moment of inertia of approximately 17.5 lb in. sec. 2
i The generator is assumed to be of the cesium vapor type operating at _000°K, weighing
approximately 5 pound_, and having a 100 watt output capacity.
A parametric stu.dy of the helix bimetallic configuration was performed and fou._d to
show considerable promise in termc of the resulting element characteristics. "In this
coldiguration it appears possible to obtain a reasonably stiff system witb a fairly
] high natural frequency and to get high gains and torques sufficient to move the con-
] centrator. '" ,.
I A ofthese characteristicsis shown in Figures 3.4-1, 3.4-2, and 3.4-3.sun2nlary
Figure 3.4-1 shows the naturalfrequency of the concentrator,mass-mount spring
,, system. The use of a t/L ratio of 0.01 and.a v.olume of 0.1 in 3 would give a practicalI 'bimetal element of 4 x 0.62 x 0.04 inches. The natural frequency would be 1.5 radians
per second. ' ,_
I Fro m Figure 3.4-2, it is seen that a 20°F'temperature change would produce 1° of
mount rotation. Figure 3.4-3 in turn indicates an unbalanced torque of 3.6 in. oz.
would be inchmed by a 20°F temperature unbalance in opposing elements. This typical
i_, combination would be satisfactor:¢ in nmst instances notalthough necessarily optimum.
The inadequacy of the bhnet_llic concept as determined by analysis and labo_'atory
I in its relatively poor thermal response. Tests simulating a helix configura-
test lie
tion showed that the thermal t.;me constant }_f such an assembly is on the order of6
minutes or greater. This response is consisten[ with the thermal response achieved
i with a leaf type helix, tropic shown in Fig_.re 1.0-2. It has been concluded therefore, that"
the conflict between requirements for rapid thermal response and mechanical, stiffnpss
can not be completely reconciled.
i -Theconcept selected for fabrication and evaluation was therefore the ' ellow_'type.
A review of the physical and mechanical requirements of m_ appropriate bellows-
sensor-mount configuration was made. It was determined that no insurmountable o
difficulties would be encountered. A survej_ of bellows manufacturers was made to
select the most appropriate components and characteristics, Sensor sizes were
calculated, thermal response times estimated and'confirmed satisfaetorily'_y actual
laboratory tests of similar sensor configurations. A review of several reasonable"
charging fluids was made and mercury was selected on thebas{s ofits pressure
,£haracterls_ics, stability at.elevated temperatures, and availability in avery.pur 9 " ,, o
state. ,,
Ba_ed on the various component_s available, a tentative mount design was develope_{,
From this desigf/and with the particular propertms of each key component, an
,'malbg cgmp_ter progn-am was prepared. The complete mount-concentrator assembly" _• was simulated in considerable detail with the only significant linearization being the
reduction of the radiant tmmsfer term for the sensor expressed as a direct functim_ ,,
i of sensor temperature, For a limited range, however, the error here is"small,0 ib
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The simulation results confirmed expected dynamic mount characteristics. Of great
importance was the clear indication of a need for 10 to 20 times the calculated critical
I damping based on cormentrator inertia and bellows spring rate alone. The system was
evaluated on a parametric basis to determine the effect of minor changes in components
On system characteristics. This parametric study indicated considerable latitude in
| seve_;al areas m_d pointed up several ways in which mount performance could be
improved. The study,also showed that the positioning of the sensor about ']te cavity
j_ aperture will be extremely important in establishing the proper ambient conditions as
I well as _.Gavoid_extremes in temperature or pres,_ure in the sensor-bellows assembly.
The general performance characteristics as'determined by the computer study are
summarized in Figures 3.A-4 arid 3.4-5.
Figure 3.4-4 shows the dynamic gain and frequency response characteristics of the
i mount as, deterfnined for the initial design with the addition of a damping factor of" 20 times th critical.. The system is seen to be stable f r frequencies up to at least
" 0, 16 cps. It is of interest to note that a recent NASA space station specification for a
i 20 to 40 kw power _system required a system compatible with a 0, 4 radians per second,, spin. This c rr spond to 0.06 cps Which is well within the c pability of this mount.
This mount design is for a zero g enviropment however, and therefore would riot be ,:¢
i entirely suitable if the radial location prbduce4 large normal accelerations' an d} moments about the mount bearings. " The parametric studies are summarized, in part,
in Figure 3.4-5 where concentrator alignment error is plowed against the vehicle
disturbing fre_luency assun_'ing a 5 degree vehicle attitude e{'ror.1
3.5 Mount Test Configur&tion _'
Many factors must be considered in the design of a heliotropic mount which will be
suitable for a thorough performance evaluation. The mount must be a prototype
| in the sense that it meets,,all the requirements in terms of size, response, strength,
! enviro'nment, and practical space and volume limitations, Also the prototype mount
must be capable of being tested "in a meaningful way to determine its space system
o | ,, capabilities while under the constraints of earth bound test conditions. Finally it is| very desirable that as much adjustment as possible be built in,to the mount to permit
changes to be made during the testing without incurring the need for extensive redesign
] or modification. ,,
!
'J ,,
The test mount, as previously stated, is designed to operate'with a 5 foot diameter
" 60 degree rim angle concentrator and a 100 watt. the ymionic generator. The physicalproperties of these principle components were used to verify favorable mount perform-
ance in the computer study. The detailed characteristics attributed to these principle
components were derived from ac_;a] test results obtained with the solar tracker test
,, facility and ,.experience withseveral thermionic generat'_rs designed for a nominal
100 watt output, The solar test facility is sSown in Fignre 3.5--1.
w _4
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Extensive flux profile measurements have been made for the concentrator. These
profiles for some tests include the optical dispersion and attenuation effects of the
polished bell jar dome which encloses the environmental ch_-unber, measure-Other
ments of power available for a range of solar constant have al_o been made and
used to determine concentrator reflectivity, bell jar trmmmission, cavity absorber
efficiency (for thermionic generators), and the effects of small orientation errors or ;
displacements fz_om the foc&l plane. The values 4erived from these tests _-mdused as
| the design criteria in this program are listed as follows:
1. Concentralor effective area- 18 ft 2
i 2. Concentrator reflectivity - 80%
"3. Bell j'ar transmission - 82%
t 4. _ - 85 to 90%Cavity absorptivity (approximate)
5. Optimum '_avity diameter - 9/16 inch for 2000°K operation -
t zero misorientation .
6. Cavity radiation loss (2000°K) - 82 wattt_/cm 2
i Figure 3.5-2 shows a plot of the flux profile as in three planes with a Rugemeasured
radiometer. The fringe regions of these fl_x profile curve_ were subsequently averaged
and used to generate a curve of sensor input power as a function _f radial distance from
i the concentrator This pl0t of Sensor power input is in Figure 3.5-3 and_lxis, shown
served in the computer study using a nomiu__l sensor design point location of 5/16 inch
- from the concentrator axis.
The thermionic generator configuration used to establish the hot cavity calorimeter
de.sign shown in Figure 3.5-4 is for the most recent TRW design executed undercontract to the Air Force. ,It was felt that such a generator is a typical 100 watt unit
and therefore was used in defining the working environment and integration require-
_,, | ments for the prototype heliotropic mount. This basic gener'ator design was converted
! in_;o a calorimeter assembly with several modifications cf the body portion made to
;" facilitate mounting of heliotropic hardware.
'* o
The calorimeter is of the power distribution type previously built and operated on
past TRW solar thermionic test programs. It simulates the temperatures, :
I temperature distri'bt_tions, approximate geometry, and materials used in an actual
'_ : generator assembly: Also as a calorimeter device it is able to measure input solar
° power and power distribution in the event the concentrator is misaligned and the flux
transfer is no longer uniform. Such a calorimeter permits a good'evaluation of power "available for direct conversiqn by a thermionie device, can be fabricated 'at n fraction
the cost oi" equivale.nt generator, and serves admirably in the evaluat'ion of the hclio-
I tropic mount in terms of providing a realistic environment and assisting in the evaluation
_, of mount performance under solar test. The design points chosen or calculated for the
calorimeter are listed as follows: " ,, _ "
• , q
,j
,J _q
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1. Ca%ty temperature 1700°C
2. Cavity design power input 797 watts
,, (assume a solar constant of
75 watts/ft 2 at the TRW
Cleveland test site)
3. Calorimeter body temperature 442°C
4. Calorimeter element radiator
temperatfire 470°C
/,
5. Cavity aperture diameter 5/8 inch
: 6. Cavity absorptivity ,, -. 90
7. Cavity radiation loss 161 watts
8: Calorimeter elements heat
flux (each) 151 watts
9. Stray power losses 32 watts
i0° Radiator element emissivi_, ". 85
11. Effective radiator area (each} 94 cm 2
The power distribution calorimeter operates by measuring:-the AT between two points
located on _he conductive shaft between the hot cavity and the radiator. By knowing
the distance between these points and the area and c0nductivity of the shaft, the
equiwflent ,power transfer can be determined. The actual assembly is also ,cal, ibrated i.
by electron bombardment techniques which permits an accurate measure of element
_ input power,, as a function of the measured AT. Side losses trod support losses are
held to minimum by design and efficient multilayer shielding as in the thermionic
generator._ Small errors which show up during calibration may be correcteci to ,,
insure nearly identical performance in eachcalorimeter element.
, 5-
The body modification to, the cMorimeter consisted of altering the generator design
shown in Figure 3.5-4 _o include foul, flats behveen the element radiator assembly
• to facilitate mouflting the heliot_-opic l_archvare. Also approximately 1/4 ifich 55
• sp_e is now available above the caloi_imeter elemente to permit the location of the
sensor probes_'at the edge of the c.avity formed by the head pieces of each element, u
The- c_orimeter and the mount hardware including-the support members and base
,, plate assemblies are designed to b e compatible with the existing environmental
test chamber. 'rh_ base plaice is designed to'mate with the solar test chamber shown
in Irigu, re 3,,5-5 and with other glass_bell ,iars on laboratory' test stands. This
plate Mso includes'the receptacle for all power and instrument ieads, anct special
leveling or jack ,.ssemblies 'to permit minor adjustments of the calorimeter relative
to the focal plane and axis wtgle solar testing under vacuum. _'
L., 42
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I 'The/rlrN_,_!;,¢a, _='-._c__'_ e_ • _ed on the analogue computer ,was developed by mating ,,
' the,"0,c_;_,:_,-.._.,_,r' ; ' %'6_i,,_ s-tai_fle§s steel_bellows available with the calorimeter assembly.
_he b;,_j_,,J,:,,:#(:-'as chosen based on its burst pr6,_sure,- s_ring ra_te, diameter and length,
• .'£hd bcroke. ,A review of 6 potential bellows lead to the seiectien of a,.'!
• bellows havl_r,: 25 convolutions, an e_fective area of. 06 sq. in. a maximum pressure
"of 1500 p:s! ,_nd a torn deflection of approximately . 125 inches. The sensor ambient
,temperatvr,,'_ was c'alcutated based on the heat balance attained within the eonfii_es of
the gener'at:?y while subiect tothe solar flux input, radiant transfer from the hot
cavity, and z'easonable conduction and radiationlosses from. the sensor body. This ,,
'_ t_rnpera_lre was established at 10'59°F and was fpund to correspond to a mercury
vapor presml:re of 281 psi. Using this pressure, the effective ares, of the bellows,
and selecting a working radius of. 8 inches the • actuato_ design torque, sensor in-
yent@y and thermal mass were determined. As previously discussed these values
were"used in th6 simulation, and varied over a small range'to obtain parametric type
data todetermine methods of readily improving the mount' characteristics° The
computer study'ihdicated a larger bellows area, lax'ger sansor thermal mass, and
_ a softer spri'hg r_e would offer even better performance. The computer also
indicated a need'for an increase in the viscous damping factor of fro,_ 10 to 20 _im6_ _'-
;* ,,,the value Calculated based o_, the concentrator mass and selected bellows spring rate
-" Mone; Taking M1.these factor's' intoaccount the final design was drawn up,
i?he-pbssibility of,,better performance with a larger softer bellows as well as the fact
tha_ origt_nally'"selected bellows_i required 3 months for delivery, required that another
bellows assembly be sought. A,most promising welded bellows was located. The' ,
_, be,l!ows was of all weldbd construction and of nesting ripple diaphragm contour. It ,,
was reported to have "excellent long stroke capahilitY and good linearity of stroke
with pressure." Its characterisables are an effective area of 0.093 sq. in., a burst
i ',, pressure of I'500 psi, a %'pring rate of 60 lbs. per inch and a maximum 'Strokeof
0'. 225 inches, As well as having a larger area, an alm,gst 100 per cent increase in
i, ,,, permissible stroke would allow mo_e latitude in,selecting the bellows moment _arm.The bellows assembly, as dra , n with the new bellows unit, is sh n in Figure 3.6-1.
[,. ')k complete layout of the calorimeter and mount assemblies is shown, in Figure 3.6-2.
1: The mount actuator assembl,ies are shown as four identical attachments which are
simply screwed into place on the fiat's befiveen ehch radiator assembl_. This latter ,,
, arrangement _)ermits the substitution of mount assemblies at will.
•_ The bellows assembly is fastened into mount brackets by lock screws which [aeili_ate
' the initial mount adjustments. The elongated slots are.provided to p_rmit optimizationof the torque - stroke characteristics which would depend upon the nature of he ,,-
., dibturbances which m ust;,'be hand],ed or the' concentrator m_)ss. 'these slots also
' i provide a way of adapting other size bellows assembltes,_6 existing mount and system',
or of"adapting the presen(_ mount a'_d,'bello@s' to other g_erator-concentrator com-
ponents of different size an,fl mass.
!
,_ , _¢.,,,':'__,,'
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The seusorsare sho_-nas smallwedge sb_peclreservc.irscontainingmercury sufficient !
tofillhalfthes¢user volumewhen themount isinthe1,alancedposRion. When the
mouRt rotatesthemercury istransferredfrom thehe_er aepsorand intoitsbellows. -
The opposingbvllowsforce_s_me ofitschargetothecoolersensor. Thisconthmes
,untilthemount has rotatedat.full5 degrees. At fullrotationtheheateds_r is
deprivedofitsenzireinventoryand themercury recedesistothecapillarytbere_,y
preventingtheoverpressurcofthebellowsassembly.
The damping required_orpropersS"stemstabilityisprovidedby using10 inchesof
•006 to.007 dhunetercaplllmTrobebetweenthesensortoldbellows. ,Sincethisbore
sizeisas smallas canbe foundany additionaldampingwouldhave tobe added external
. tothemotmt assembly. Calculationsindic_te,_however thatthiscapillarysizewould
. he sufficientt_givethefactorof10 requiredinthepreviouslycalculatedcritical
" damping.
_e sensorsare providedwithtwo adjustmentfeah_r_sinadditiontotltepossibility
of adding shields or applying emissive co',_tmgs to alter the tempera_tre characteristics. -
A sm_[1 copper holder is r_sed to thermally ground the sensor capillary to _e calori-
meter body. The length of the path and the cx,aduct!,o_ between se_sca'- and body may
"_ be varied by. adjustment in the placement of this copper bolder. Also_ by-mo_-2ng tt,e .-
entire holder an_ sensor assembly in and out, t.he amo_.t of solm- flux intercdp_ed
b-y the sensor at the ca_4ty edge may be controlled to obtain the _-oper ambient. :-.
These fea_res insure the mount will be compatible with the solar concentrator even
in the event _e concentrator flux profile is not precisely known before hand,
During laheratory tests of the mount head was introduced to the calorimeter element
by electron bombadement. A sh_gle multi turn _antalum filament is used as the electron
gun source. By. proper posttioni::g it was possible t'o obtain uniform power introduction
to each of the four calorimeter elements, Each element was monitored for its own
fraction of the total ",mbardment current to perml_ accurate power measurements to
bc made for calibration pulR_oses. The sensors _nclude a, 110 diameter drilled hole
to permit the insertion of a smaU sheathed llPater. Tlmse heaters were used to
simulate the solar input power and will be arranged through the use of ,an electrical
sx ttclflng uetx-ock to allow a variety of misaHgnment conditions to be simulated.
Pbotograpbn of the principle components and assemblies are shox_ in F}gures 3.6-3
and 3, 6-::, The parts which make up the calorimeter elements are presented in -
Figure 3.6-3, The completed mount assembly exclusive of the bellows-sensor sub--
assembly is shown Ln Figure 3.6-4.
Co_e_t_S_ec_.iflc ation_
A list of the specifications for, material_ used, ar.d other desigm operating data con-
cerning the mount and the principle components is preseP, ted in the following tables.
}
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I _ TABLE I
! -. _ ..... DESIGN POIN..T VALUES
I. Calorimeter Shnulator As_e:::b_,y
1. CarRy temperature 1700°C
2. Radiator temperature 490°C
I 3. BodS" temperature 442°C
4. Calculated AT values 680°C =
- 5. Total cavity power 797 watts
6,. Rerad!ation loss 161 watts
_ 7. Element conduction power 151 watts
-- 8, Cavity absorptivity .90 :
i:
-- 9. Radiator e nlssivity .85
- : 10. Body emissivity .2
II. Bellows-Sensor Assembly
-:v
:!_ 1. Bellows temperature 400°C
2. Sensor temperature 572°C
:_, 3. Bearing temperature (max) 400°C
: " 4. Sensor clamp assembly 442°C
,;
_ Sensor emissivity (selective) 05 to 8
I
: _ IIL Heater and E.B. Gun Assemblies
1. EB voltage 600 to 800 volts
t 2. EB current per element .251 to. 189 amps3. Tota_ EB power 604 watts
t 4. Sensor heater input power 4.85 watts
|
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TABLE II
MISCELLANEOUS MOUNT PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS AND PROPERTIES
I, Maximum motion or rotation _ 6 degrees
2. Design controlmotion ± 5 degrees
3, Maximum "allowable residual -
alignment error + 12 minutes
- 4. Anticipated residual aligumen_
: error + 6 minutes
/-
5. Anticipated stea'_y state ,rain (rain.) 200 degrees/dPgree
6. Frequency r_st _nse 0 to . 1 cps
i_
: 7, Mount natural frequency " 2, 2 rad/sec
8. Critical damping 76 in#/rad/sec ::
9, Bearing load cap_citT 56#
10. Minimum cycle life 200,000
7.
J
TABLE III
_IATERIALS
I. Calorimeter Assembly
1, Shaft Moly
2. Cavity Moly
3. Radiator Copper
4. Radiator Coating Pyromark
5, Shields Moly foil
6. Body , 316"S, S.
7. Cover Plates 316 S.S.
8. Insulators Dlarnoldte
9. Thermocouples C/A
10, Studs and nuts 303 S.S.
1965001851-063
TABLE m (Cont'd)
I II, Electron Gun Assembly
_I I. Filament Tantalum
2. Holder Moly
T 3. Holder support insulator Lava B
I 4. Leads Copper
-i
-_ HI. Heater Assemblies
_ 1. Filament Tungsten
"' ; 2. Insulator Magnesia
3. Sheath Nickel
_ . _ IV. Bellows Sensor Assembly
_ _- 1. Bellows 347 S.S.
' 2. Capillary 347 S.S.
I = 3. Sensor 316 S.S.
._ 4. Bellows Housing 347 S. S,
k
-: 5. Charging fluid Mercury -,
•. - 6. Bearings = " :- S.S..!
7. Support brackets 31.6 S.S.
°-
V. Support structures
!
W -- 1. Brackets 316 S.S. __
-, 2. Support Stand 316 SIS.
.! _:, 3. Misc. Fasteners Carbon Steel & S.S.
i
g/
!I
g
:i |
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4.0 TEST PLAN AND PRocEDURE
11
1 4.1 Test Plan
; Four distinct classifications of test must be accomplished to complete the ev.aluation
of the mount design. This requirement arises from the fact that severe complications
; result from attempting a test of space hardware under earth bound restrictions.
In this program both the vacuum environment of space and the mass characteristics
of tl_e system hardware must be simulated. Also, the test .,3imulation rhust exclude
or compensate for the effects of gravity to completely quall,y the test results. To
ftdfill M1 of the requirements the following specific test activities must be included:
1) vacuum system and instrumentation check out, and calibration), 2) tests to determine
all thermal equilibrium and dynamic resp_mse characteristics, 3) tests to simulate and
evaluate the inertial moun_-concentrator _-haracteristics and 4) solar tests to confirm
mount gain .and response characteristics and verify the compatibility of the mount with
the solar test environment of a precision concentrator.
Because of the large concentrator inertias it is impossible to include a mass with
' similar inertial values within the vacuum test chamber wails, Such a mass would
weigh 250 pounds to fit within a 12 inch bell jar and would greatly exceed the bearing
load capacity {rodfurther complicate the effects of g loading on mount performance.!
The approach therefore becomes one of pe_'forming all thermal equilibrium and thermal
dynamic measurements under high vacuum and the inertial or dynamic system response
tests outside the vactmm. By careful measurements of all temperatures, and rates of
!
change in temperat-tlre for vacious power input with the mount restrained or loaded '
with simple weighted lev'er arms, a map of the mount torque and -motion is obtained. These
characteristics ca, be compared Lothe calculated values and computer characteristics
'_ . • to collfirm the adequacy of the mount design.
• , J
, Having obtained the thermal, response ._nd torque-motion charactemstlcs under vacuum
. with the proper temperature environment simulated the mount can beremoved from
_ the vacuum for inertial type tes_',
Outside the chamber it is possibh, _.c "",,_:,.._,;tim weight which simulstes the concentrator
at a radius of 26 inches. The inertial ,':har:tcteristi£.s are properly simulated and tl_e
bearing loads are easily acceptable. Ti_e sensors m_ty then'be heated to the ambient
' indicated under vacuum by using oversized electrical heaters and adding more power
i to overcome the additional heat losses in air,, With the sensors forced to the
operating temperature in open ai," the mount torques were exactly the same as
:: were measured under vacuum. The interaction of the mount m_d co_centrator mass
' _[ simulator were observed andrecorded as a function of forced'sensor temperature
variations. Again the response characteristics can be compared with the computer
-_ program results. Having monitored and reco_'ded the relations between sensor
i excitation and mount movement for various types and frequencies of disturbances
the complete _r_ountperformance 'can be determined by combining the results of
W both vacuum and air _ests.|
i
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}laying ob;lained all pertinent mount characteristics in the 1.abo_atory it will be possible
to proceed wifll the solar test activity. Again because of the need for a vacuum
enclosure, the concentrator in the tracker cannot be connected directly with the mount
assembly. Also, to do _o would be useless since the t:'acker mirror weighs several
hundred pounds. The results of applying flux unevenly to the sensors can be determined
indirectly, however. By starting with the concenvrator correctly aligned and the mount
properly located in the focal plane, the ambient operating condition's can be established.
If at this point a known alignment error of _everal minu_es is introduced in the tracker
orientation system the sensors will be heated unevenly and a torque developed in the
mount actuators. By allowing t._,emount to i'otate until it reaches a new torque equi-
librium point at x degrees the mount gain can be calculated. The response was also
obtained from recordi_gs of this rotation, By introducing a sinusoidal disturbing
signal in the tracker the dyr, amic response of the mount was obtained for several
frequencies and again compared with the previous computer results.
Having completed all three test series all mount characteristics will be known and it
will have been demonstrated that the mount is properly designed to respond to an
actual solar test environment.
4.2 Summary of Laborator Z Test Procedure
The instrumentation available in the calorimerer mount assembly which was use/]
to facilitate the testing i,_ as shown iu Figure 4.2-1.
Vacuum System and Instrumentation Checkout
The completed assembly was pumped down and leak c_iecked to insure a tight system.
With the pressure below 10-5 mm Hg. a t_igh voltage was applied to verify proper
,I
insulation of the calorimeter and electron gun assembly, 'The high voltage was reduced'
and"the bombardment, filament heated to p, oduce small emission currents. All
tbermocouples were noted for proper resp.,nse, and the bombardment current
distribution to each calorimemr eleme_':: measured, to insure an approxim_"ely
uniform power distribution throughout the calorimeter, With a checkou_ of the
instrumentation, the preliminary system tests were completed and performm_ce
testing of the calorimeter mount assembly began.
,_ ,1,Calorimeter Calibration and Thernml Eqm fl)rium
The first tests to determine system characteristics involved the heating of the
calorimeter cavity by means of e.lect._'on bombardment. This was done to determine
th'e operating temperature of various mount components at full power input, and to
calibrate the colorimeter elements.
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INSTRUMENTATION ARRANGEMENTS
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" _ ' 1 17
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.i +++ Symbol or Point Description'
,i _ 1 - 8 thermoeouples mounted in diode simulating elements
9 .- 12 thermocouples mounted in sensors
_t_, + 13 - 16 thermocouples mounted in radiators
( 17 thermocouple in calorimeter body
i+' 18 thermocouple in base plate
.+++' [_
i HI, H2, Ha, }{_ sensor heaters
_, ,1 II' I2' I3' I4 _espective EB current leads
,?+ ,, A motion tr _nsducer input leads
B X-axis transducer output2
"+ C ,: Y-axis transducer output
.? t:mimE 4.2-.t
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Thv electron gtm assembly was attached to and supported by the calorimeter so that
the filament projected well into the cavity formed by the four diode _imulatJn b elements.
Eiectron bombardment (EB) of the carry was aclfleved by slowly increasing the
temperature of the filament and the accelerating potential until the design power level
was reached. Tests were conducted using a bombardment current of 1.19 _mps with
a 512 volt accelerating potentiM. Approximately 200 watts were used to heat file
: filament. Makivg the total power i:fput to the calorimeter_81(_ watts which is slightly
: m excess ot the 797 watt design level. The exact measurement of total power input
under solar test cannot be determined by electron bombardment heaLhlg and calibration
of the calorimeter. This is tt_e because there is some difference between the losses
experiericed in the electron gun and from the covered hot cavity and the losses under
' solar test. Rough estimates of electron gun losses made by noting the differefice in
calorimeter power with and without the high voltage applied do, however, show a loss
of approximately 71 watts from the gun assembly. This loss added to a calculated loss
of 11 watts due to ra_ant tl-ansfer from the hot cavity to gun body is reasonably c!ose
to the loss expected by reflection during solar op_.ratlon which is 79 watts assuming a
cavity absorptivit3" of. 90. It is therefore reasonable to expect the total power input
by bombardment is withJJl a few watts of that which is reCahmd by the cavity under
solm" energy operation.
7 Calibration was performed by. measm'ing the AT "along each ca.lorimeter for various
v_Jues of EB power. Power input was measured it, terms of bombardment era'rent
and accelerating potential. From this data eharacterisite curves of AT vs power
input were prepm-ed for each e.l.ement which permit the determination of total power
and power _listributicn within the cavity during mlsorientafion under solar tesL
Rgtation vs Sensor Temperature Unbalance
A set of two diametrically opposed sensors were heated to the desired ambient
temperature b) employing tlle small electrical heaters. By changing the power input
to one sensor its equilibrium temperature was changed while the temperature of tile
other was kept constant. For various vahtes of temperah_re, rotation m_d AT were
measured, and characteristic curves gonerated. =
Inertial Tests
These tests were performed o=_t of vacuum. Given moments, of inertia were simulated
by pgsitioning a set of weights.at various distances on a yoke arrangement. The
sensors were heated to a desired ambient temperature by using electrical heaters.
The temperature of one sensor was theq made t_ oscillate about the ambient by varying
the power input to its heater, wlfile the other sensor temperature was kept constant.
Recordings of rotation and sensor temperatm-c were made. From these recordings
phase shift vs. frequency clv_:acteristies were determined.
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i Natural frequency and damping characteristics were also determined during these
: I tests. The mount was given an offset by adding a small weight to one arm of the yoke.
£ Wlmn the deflection stabilized the weight was removedand a recording trace of the
resulting motion was made as the motmt returned to its original position. From these
I traces the natural frequency and time constants were determined.
Rotation vs. Torque and Stiffnessi
With the electrical heaters the sensors were heated to a desired _ambient temperature.
,!
Torques were produced on the mount by adding a small weight at given distances along|i
_: _ , one erm of the yoke arrangement. For each value of torque the resiflting rotation was
: recorded. From this data a curve of rGtation vs torque was generated and spring
Jt
constants determined. This procedure was repeated for various values of ambient
, sensor temperattu-e.
Sensor Temperature vs Power h_put
With the system under vacumn sensors were heated using a small electrical heaters.
•_ After equil"ibrium was established the ten.)eratures and power inputs were recorded.
]_ _ This procedure was performed for values of sensor input power ranging from 2 to. 18
watts." From these tests a curve of senso_ temperature vs power was generated which
_ "if could be used to verify the proper design ope_a_g cenditg_ns fl_ me mount, and served
! to indicate the level of flux interception during solar tests.
%
._ ][ Attenuation vs Frequency_
1 I
" To determine the thermal response characteristics of the sensors under dynamic .
conditions the _ensors were tested by the application of sinusoidal variations in power "
._ t input.
,_; -f. This test was performed using differential transformer control cireuit_r mounts2 in a ,,
• .[ relay rack. The sensors were electrically heated to an ambient temperature of 865°F.
Using approximately 7 watts of power input. Superimposed upon this power level Was "
"_ ]r an alternating signal of 2, 1 watts. This value was chosen because it simulated the ', "
t sensor input that would result from oscillating concentrator misalignments. The power
: signal was imposed at various _equencies ranging from • to, 033 eps, with the upper :
[ limit of frequency being determined by the heater response capabilities rather titan
.,_ j[ sensor characteristics. The temperature di.fference between sensors was measured
._ and a plot of _T as a function of excitation frequently generated. Similar dynamic "
l excitations were applied with the concen_'ator simulating masses in place to determine. the inertial r spouse and attenuation char cteristics for this portion of tim system.
=!
,1.
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Thermal Response
This test wc.s performed using one sensor only, The sel_sor was electrically heated
to an ambient temperature of 935°F. As various step inputs of power were supplied
to this sensor a continuous trace of its temperature ",_as made. From this trace the
rate of change of sensor temperature was obtained for each power input. A curve of
dT/dt vs. increment, st power input was then generated, This _rocedure was repeated
for an ambient temp_,r_ture of 850°F.
"!
4.3 Summary of Solar Test Procedure
The following procedure was followed for all solar tests. The tracking rig was
activated and checked _o insure proper alignment and operation. The chamber pressure
: and instrumentation were also checked. The shutters were opened and solar enei_g_]
i allowed to enter the calorimeter. All pertinent temperature and deflections were
monitored continuously throughout the test operation on appropriate meters and
recorders.
Static Response Tests ,
After equilibrium was est&blished and the sensor temperature balanced a given tracker
misorientation was imposed. The rerulting temperature changes and mount rotations
were recorded. ,This test was repeated with the offset given iu azimuth and elevation
and then in a di :ecdon 45° removed. The test was repeated for several values of
misorientation,
Frequency Response Tests
These tests were performed _ - onea on_, axis only. After the sensor temperatures were
,, equalized alternating step changes of misorientation were introduced. These imposed
offsets ranged in frequency from. 017 to , 167 cps and had a magmitude of 3 and 5
minutes. As the rig oscillated sensor temperatures and mount rotation were recorded.
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I 5.0 TEST EQUIPMENT
: j 5. I Laborato_j Apparatus
g
,_ The major portions of the laboratory test apparatus are shown in Figure 5.1-1 which
_, also shows the calorimeter mount assembly located on the laboratory test s_d. The
_ mechanical and diffusion pumps located underneath are coupled to this stand. The two
; vacuum chambers shown at the left are a 12-1/2" bell jar used for laboratory testing
4 I and the precision ground glass dome used during solar tests.
._ The console shown on the right enclosed all instrumentation used for solar and laboratory
__ tests. Going from top to bottom, the first panel held the ammeter and switches used to
i measure EB current. R also held the potentiometers used to adjust the motion trans-
_. ducer circuitry. The second panel held two C/A pyrom_ezs and a 16 channel selector :
i switch to monitor the various temperatures. Next are shown two Vartan dual channel
recorders on top of a 24 point temperature logger. The recorders were used to mea-
su.re temperature response andmo_mt rotation as a function of time. The logger was
.!!_ used to monitor temperatures during all laboratory and solar tests. The empty panel
was later used to contain the sensor heater controls and meters. The bottom panel
: contained the thermocouple gauge and vacuum ion gauge controller used during the
tests. Other miscellaneous controls, meters, e:c. notlaboratory pyrometers
_tre
shown.
I The electron bombardment is shown at the lower left side. It haspower supply
a capa-
city of 4 amps at 1000 volts D. C.
_" ,l calorimeter was performed by electron bombardment heating of the
Calibration of the
" cavity. Figure 5.1-2 shows t_e electron gun assembly used for this activity. It con-
¢ sisted of a tantalum filament mounted in a molybdenum holder. The lead wires were
'1._ copper and the insulating support block was machined from lava B.
_' This assembly was attached to and supported by stainless steel studs fl_the calorimeter1i cover plate so that the filament projected well into the cavity formed by the four diode
'_. simulating elements, as shown in Figure 5.1-3.
1i A schematic of the electron bombardment circuitry is shown in Figure 5.1.4.
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I Electron Bombardment Circuitr_
4 DIODE r, SUPPLY
" { SIMULATING ! / • •
' "_ _l _ FILAMENT
, , ELEMENTS
/_ SUPPLY
HI VOLTAGE
SUPPLY -,
c . _
• (,)
| MONITOR SWITCHES " _L B -F
o ,_
t._._._k_k,___
ii ,.
_ FIGURE 5.1-4
,o - , . The two transducers used to measure an_dar displacement were simple carbon film
type potentiometers. One was mounted along each axis of rotation so that the motion in
both directions could be measured simultaneously and independently. The pots were con-
neeted to the movable mounts by a steel support bracket and were free to rotate. The
; pot stems were not free to rotate being rigidly attached to the calorimeter as shown inZ
Figure 5.1-5. Rotation of the mount would thdrefore cause relative changes in resistance
in the potentiometers producing an m_balance in a bridge circuit which was monitored by
i -: kherecorders.
i ' Transducer Arrangement
-: _ POTENTIOMETER MOVABLE MOUNT
_ ': ARMS
:; FIXED CALORIMETER
! _ " BODY ,,
-_ FIGURE 5.1-5
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Transducer Bridge Circ_
 CA ,,T,ONP:TI I
8, VOLT o ! _ 2
.... _ i _ ,.
- _', _" < ZZ ,_
X AXIS OUTPUT Y AXIS OUTPUT
FIG_E 5.1-6
The reference pots were used to reduce the output signal to zero when the mom}t was
in a null or balanced condition. The calibration pot provided a means to adjust the
output signal magnitude for a given unbalance. For all tests this was set to yield an
output of 20 my/degree rotation.
Torques were applied to the mount a:ad concentrator inertias simulated without exceed-
ing the bearing load capacity during "in air" tests by employing the yoke arrangemer_t
shown in Figure 5.1-7.
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• _ Concentrator Simulator
t: _ INERTIAL WEIGHTS
'i
!
i _ CONNECTION TO _______
! MOUNT
[
FIGURE 5, 1-7
_ Given torques were produced by applying a small weight at various distances along the
!l arm. To simulate the h_ertia associated with a concentrator and minimize the effects
i! of gravity a se_ of 6 pound weights were made which could be positioned anywhere along• the arms. By adjusting these _,o eights to counterbalance each other, dynamic tests
_. of the system were made with moments due to gravitational effects reduced to zero.
i_. . The temperature and power inputs to the sensors were simulated in the laboratory using
%
_ -. small electrical heaters. The heaters were fastened to the sensors and the whole as-
I sembly wrapped in copper foil to insure good thermal conductivity. For the "in air"
' [ tests larger heaters were used and insulating material was added. A schematic of theheater circuitry and controls is shown :n Figure 5.1-8.
"i
.:|
%
"-i J
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Heater Control Circuitr.r_ _
_;, _ o-_--- TRANSFORMER
(_ + o-------- VARIABLE TO HEATER
, _ e,,-.--_- TRANSFORMER
!
FIGURE 5.1-8
Variable transformers I and 3 are used to set the desired temperatures for the two
diametrically opposed sensors under test. By regulating the control on variable trans-
former 2 the power input to one heater incr _s while it decreases for the other..This
• heating arrangement simulated the flux unba_-,nce that would be present do to _ mis-
aligned concentrator.
5.2 Solar Test E'tq_pment
The tracking rig and instrumentation rack used for the solar tests is shown in Figure
5.2-1. The tracker is a searchlight rig modified to follow the sun a._d contains a 5 foot
diameter precision glass concentrator. The console contained the same components it
cdd during the laboratory tests, except that the vacuum gauge was removed. During
operation D.C. servo motors and gear reductions at each pivot axis drive the r_g to
keep the optic axis of the mirror continually pointed _t the sun. The drive motors are
controlled by a tracldng system which consists of sun sensors, servo amplifiers, and
amplidyne generators. With this arrangement the rig will track the sun automatically
to within ± 1 minute of error.
A tripod arrangement supported the vacuum ohamber so that the eatorimeter operture
was in the focal plane of the concentrator. A mechanical and a difl_lsion pump were
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mounted on the rig and coupled to the tcst chamber. The rig also contained a tbermo-
couple gauge and ion gauge controller to measure the operating pressures. Two solar,, sensors, one each for azimuth and elevation, along with an opti_a[ alig,:_ug device were
mounted on the rig parallel to the concentrator axis as shown in Fibre 5.2-2.
• The sun sensor each con_,ained t-we ph0_o resistive cells which [ormed part of a bridge
network. The control box on the rig contained balance pots to null out. the bridge when
the concentrator was perfectly aligned toward the sun. The rig also contained circuitry
so that various offsets ,:ould be introduced during the solar tracking. ['he controls were
such that eLther steady state or sinusoida!,varying offsets could be r_roduced independent-
ly in both azimuth and elevation.i
The optical alignment indicator consisted of a lens system that imaged and projected the
solar disk upon a ground _ "g,.ass viewer _s shown in Figure 5.2-3. With perfect align-
ment the solar disk would fM1 in the center of the grid. For concentrator misalignment
this spot becomes displaced from the cen_er of the grid. The gra.dt, ations on the viewer
made it possible to measure the amount of misorientstion within a half minute. Each
graduation represented one minute of alignment error. "
A pyrheliometer was mounted on the rig parallel to the optic axis of the concentrate;-.
Use of this instrument was made during all tests to measure the solar constant.
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6.0 TEST RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
I 6, 1 Preliminary Laboratory Test Results and Mount Modifications
%.
_ 6.1.1 Calorimeter Measurements and Desi_ACC _
The results of the preliminary calibration tests and temperature distribution measure~
ments in the calorimeter simulator assembly showed that the design possessed several
: rhinor defects which prevented the calibration of the elements as calorimete}c devfces:.
The two main difficulties encountered with the calorimeter elements were that the -.
: thermal contact between the shaft and radiator sections changed as the assembly w&v.meff"
up, and that the foil shielding which surrounded the shaft section was !ess effec .tive them _
file' calculations had predicted. The juncti0n between _he.shaft and radiatoy.was msde _ _
-- by clamp.ing the two-pieces together, with a collar and screw. The arrang_ment was " ..
- fff , .
! such that uP0n heating the clamping action should have tightened due to the relgtive . : :.
exp'ansion of molybdenum, copper, and stainless steel. It appeared hbwever_that tlie • __
• . , f'
i _! contact pressure was-not increased by heating or at least that t_s increase was offset--;,
: by a decrease in contact in the diametral direction between the Shaf_ and radiator/..,: " " ./ =. :
'_ At about half power the AT in the shaft, and _he radiator rate of change.of _mperature
with power input was reduced. Also' the average shaft temperature appeared higher j : ' ; _,
than it should, and the radiator temperature-.was somewhat lower tha:n the input power "-
level woald indicate as appropriate, . The conclusion was that the conduction of heat
i down the-shaft was interrupted by a shifted or a reduction in the contact between t.tie . .
: Shaft and radiator. This situation was aggravated by. the fact that this discontin_ity _ •
i was not Consistent or reproducible between elements or test runs. _. , , ,:
:: An' attempt at-refitting the elements by slightly upsetting the radiator bore to make a
" press fit with th e shaft, and increasing the tension onthe clamping screw waao_fly
: partially successful. The discontinuity occurred at a }{igher temperature but remained
_,. _ unpredictable, The situation was finally corrected by brazing the two parts together.
i _' The second problem encountered with the calorimeter shielding Was not severe but '
!, did result in a reduced cavi_y temperature and a greater percentage of power lost by.,
i radiation along the shaft length. The cavity temperature attained at design power
. ,, input was. a' hundred degrees below the _mrainal 1700°C design value. It appeared that,
} the four to five layers of dimpled moly foil were not quite as efficient as calculations
•_ based on radiant'transfer would indicate. This may in part be due to the existence of "
, ,,! pressures as greatas 10 -3,ram hg between foil layers or to more efficient conduction
i coupling Between thedimpled surfaces, A layer of Micro-quartz strip was added at the
._ " time the radiator and shaft assemblies were reworked to help improve the ins,_lation
[.. :r characteristics of the foil shields,
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? 6. ] ,2 Prelimina_r_ Mount Tests and D_,K_
:- M0unt rotation as a, function of temperatare difference between sensors is presented
•. : ' in Figure:6, 1.2-1. These vacuum test data were obtained by imposing a temperature
grad{ent and allowing the-mount rotate to a,new position as required by static torque
: equilibrium. Mean or ambient temperature of the sensors is 1000°F. The gain or
• slope of this curve is about t °, rotatioa per 100_F difference in temperature between the
i_ two sensors_ This js less than one'fifth that expected based on the manufacturer's
_: stated characterL_tie_"for the bellows. Equally ,mexpected,- no improvement in gain
: was detected .... "with, increase .m sensor ambient temperature. It was concluded that
_- increasing:the test'terhperature and pressure increases the bellows stiffness thereby
nullifyiag the gain that sh6uld rest_it from the pressure-temperature characteristics
_. of mel;cury, : -
'2
• L ,,,'
Upon:'heatingof the'da[orimeter at the design input power level the .sensors which are
i_ positioned ,very •et0_ to,,tl=_ cavity were found to reach temperatures of near 1800°F as
,_ bpposed=_,6 the t05£°F dest_ value, The copper,.heat silfl_ clips which hold the sensor--
"_, capiil_iry struc,ture were i}_oved to the closest or most effective position in an effort
\ • ._ -to reduce sensor ambi_,,_t,te'iiperatures and the test repeated. A slight reduction in
_, " sensol-temperature was/note.d. The sensors were then thermally grounded directly "
_, to the top plate of the calorimeter assembly by means of supplementary screws which
, were.in_oduced thr0ugh slots machined in the top plate. Again a small improvement
was noted but the temperatures were still 400 to 500°F too high. F'inally the top plate
"_ was blackened, stood off from the body block and several foil neat shields arranged
between the top plate and sensors and the hot calorimeter elements. Even with these
-_ changes the sensors operated over 300°F above design.
$
,!; ' It appea_-ed impossible to oPerate the mercury sensors in close proximi_ to the focal
plane and the hot cavity, After considering other possible modifications to reduce
-.sensor temperature it wasdecided to locate the sensors farther from the focal plane
', of the concentrator outside the calorimeter body. This not only reduced the operating
:' temperature of the sensorsbut could even increase the rate of flux intensity change as
a function of misorientation. Near the fringe or tail of the flux distributiot_ curve and
at the same radial distance, the rate of change'of flux intensity is surely gTeater for
:- the out of focal plane traverse than for the on focus data. Unfortunately no actual flux
profile data is available lur the region forward of the focal plaice. Estimates were
: made'of th_ probable flux intensities and sistribution ho\, ever, and t_ appeared
, tea.sortablethat good performance could be expected, These estimates proved to be
_quite,good as indicated by the results of the solar tests _hat followed.
Moving the sensors on top the cover plate will allow the sensors to be designed to
operate more efficiently. With the sensors in the cavity, spacelimitations alone
indicated their shape. -._ , ,
t
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In an attempt to upgrade mount perform,'mce and estabhsh proper operating conditions
a number of changes were incorporated in the mount itself. Doubling the length of the
bellows cut the spring rate in half, While the gain was not as high as desired the new
unit was able to track or follow through + 5° with a persistent error of less than -+12'.
The constant gain characteristic was still present in _he double assembly and because
of this the precise establishment of the sensor temperature was no longer critical.
In other words, the mount performed equally well with the sensor ambient temperatures
ranging from 850°F to 1250°F. Since the precise control of this ambient had previously
been found a problem, this relaxation in operating point control was very fortuuate.
With the sensors on top the cover plate, it was app,-opriate to change the sensor shape.
The mass of the wedge shaped sensor could be reduced to improve the time response
of the mount. Also, by elongating the sensors so that the four together nearly enclose
or surround the cavity, more power change per given misorientation could be expected.
Therefore, an elongated tubular sensor was designed and incorporated in the mount.
The new cover plate had been reduced in ttfickness to reduce the distance from the
sensors to the focal plane. In this arrangement, the sensors were shielded by the
top plate which cuts off a direct view of the ho_ cavity. The top plate will itself be
better protected by the interposition of several foil heat shie±ds between it and the
": cavity. In the proposed arrangement the sensors wouid be entirely exposed. The top
of the sensors could be blackened to increase heat rejection and to improve the
absorption of solar flux in the reduced intensity region if necessary. Support is
provided the sensor-capillary by clamping the capillary with a small bracket to the
i cov,er plate which allows the sensor to be positioned radially with respect to the optical
axis. The capille, ry tubes are still carefully shielded by the support structures so that
in the casc oi a gross misorientation the bellows assemblieswill not be destToyed by
overpressure. A gross misalignment will heat the sensor until the mercury is backed
down the capillary tube to a low temperature region where the vapor pressures are
tolerable. In this condition the mount is fully actuated and the misalignment is
removed by the mount if within ± 5 degrees, or _,vill require some vehicle correction
: to establish the 5 degree course orientation.
: Figure 6.1.2-2 shows the cover plate and sensor modifications. The new sensors are\
,_ cylindrical tubes 5/32 O.D. x 1/8 ID x 1.35 inches 10rig. The mass of the sensor has
! been reduced by more than 50 percent decreasing the response time appreciably.
While not a major consideration, the fabrication of the cylindrical sensor is an easier
task. Also, the mercury charging of the sensor is easily completed by pinching and
welding Of the tube itself,
The vacuum mid mercury fill arrangement used is shown in Figure 6.1.2-3. The
- sequence to mercury charge, and seal the assembly was as follows:
1. Close valve A and open valve B and C and evacuate the assembly.
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SCHEMATIC OF BELLOWS-SENSORASSEMBLY
CHARGING METHOD
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FIGURE 6.1,2-3
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"_ 2, With a hot air gun, heat the bellows, capillary, and sensor to 200 to 300°F
i to boil off any residual vapor.
A
t 3. Slowly open valve A and bleed mercury into the bellows.
i
t
t 4. Close valve B. Pinch down on tl e tubing be_een valve B and t,m bellowsand decrease the bellows volume by stroking the bellows stem, ther by
forcing mercury through the capillary and into the sensor.
5. With the assembly full, close valve C and pinch, snip, and fuse tight the
bello,,.,s fill tube and sensor.
This char_ing sequence was altogether satisfactory in that seven successive units were
filledwithoutll_.cident.
As noted previously, ht._reasing the sensor temperature increased the bellows stiffness
and thereby reduced the gain of the mount. To alleviate this problem and to increase
stroke, two bellows were welded in series.
This longer bellows assembly required _hat a ball and soc_:et joint be incorporated into
the mount to prevent binding of the bellows fitting within its chamber. The ball and
socket joints functioned very well in vacuum wi_h the addition of a dry graphite lubricant,
but this is not considered a suitable approach for at: extended space application. The
use of small flexure bearings would be recommen_ded.
6,2 Laboratory Performance Test
\
Prior to the presentation of test results, it is worthwhile to'?xamine more closely how
the mount is activated as well as the parameters that i_ffluenc_.,_satisfactory_-' operation
of the mount. \
\
\
Figure 6.2-1A shows the bellows assembli ,, the room temperat_kre condition.
The sensor and bellows are almost compleu_ly liquid filled. The socliets" are backed
off from the bellows stems an amount sufficient to allow ± 5° rotation. "\Additional
clearance is provided for the bellows to operate hot. It was calculated\raM confirmed
I! in the laboratory that disimilar rates of expansion of the mercury and bellb_ material
I account . inch change in stroke per 100°F change in temperature.\ Sincewill for 025
_ the coefficient of expansion is greater for the mercury than for the stainless s'wel
._ bellows an increase in bellows temperature extends the bellows stem, thereby r%quiring
additional clearance. \
\,
Figu, _ 6.2.-1B shows the mount in the balanced position with the socket properly
'i positioned. Increasing the temperature of both sensors at the same rate equally
increases the pressure and force on the sockets but the mount remains balm_ecd.
1
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! The bellow-sensor inventories at maximum rotation are shown in F_.gure 6, 2-1C.
:_ N The sensor volume is reiated to the bellows area and moment arm so that at full
,_ U rotation (+ 5°) the one sensor will be depleL_d of mercury and the other will be full.
Figure 6.2-1D shows what happens if the sockets are improperly positioned. This
could result from not accounting properly for the relative expansion of merc-ry and
stainless steel or from the collapse of the bellows under pressure. The moun_ is
shown balanced, but the sensors are not one-half full. At some rotation less than 5°
the one sensor wilt deplet e completely, the temperature of the mercury will decre
and the response of the mount will be imparted.
6.2.1 Thermal Response Tests
Static tests of mount rotation as a fl_nction of AT between sensors were performed
for with the double bellows assembly. The results as shown in Figure 6.2, 1-1
indicate a gah_ for all ambient temperatures ofi' 2.2 ° rotation per 100°F AT. This is
in agreement with the preliminary tests in that the gain of the new _=ssemblies is about
twice that of the single bellows units.
Earlier mttempts to obtain _he data of Figure 6.2.1-1 with the bellows cold were
: unsatisfactory. The curves were nonlinear and quite flat or low in gain, This was
immediately attributed to lack oi"lnercury inventory in the s risers and _he bellows
,. were heated to correct for this [Jeficiency. The calculated reiatiw expansion of
i mercury a_d stainless steel was found to be insufficient to comp!etely correct for the
low gain and nonlinear characteristics, It was concluded that t,_e bellows convolutions
: were collapsing under pressure and the void space caused by this partial collapse was
consuming an additional ¢olume above what had been made up by the adjustments and
expansion compensations. This conclusion was later born out in the determination of
: a reduced effective bellows area and increased spring rates which are the result of
this collapse. The immediate restorations of linearity arid gain required only a slight
. additional volume compensation _:.oovercome the collapse voids. With proper ,,
: adjustments the mount was found to have reasonable gain and good linearity.
'_ Two of the tests reported in Figure 6.2. l-1 were with the bellows at near 300°F
_ rather th_n 600°F. These curves flatten or lose their gain more rapidly than the
_ others. This indicates that the mercury volume increase due to the 250°F increase
in bellows ambient is not enough _o hilly compensate for the collapsing phenomenon,
' The vacuum thermal response characteristics are shown in Figure 6, 2, 1-2 width
i _ indicates the thermal response of the sensor for a 935°F ambient ter_perat_lre lewl.
I The estimated rate of change under solar test is shown to be almost _vicr as great
i since the heaters and a copper foil wrapper material will nol. be pr eser; in the solar
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test assembly to absorb heat. J_ased on Figure 6.2.1-2 it is expected that a persistent
5 watt et:ror input to the sensors will produce a full 5 degrees of moun_ correction in --
202°F/5 ° x 633 Time Constant _ 3 x -- = 100 seconds --
3.8°F/sec
neglecting the inertial lag. This is at least 8 times faster than the bimetallic type
mount assembly previously tested by TRW during a corporate research effort.
6.2,2 Inertial Response Tests
The actual spring rate of the bellows was determined by the application of known
torques and obser'ving the relative rotation at various sensor ambients. The results
of such tests are shown in Figure 6.2.2-1 for four sensor ambients. The decrease
": in the slope with increasing temperature (and pressure) indicates the increase in
beliows stiffness due to the deformati.on of the convolutions previously reported.
The spring constants which are determined from these slopes are also plotted as a
function of the sensor ambient temperature in the insert figure. Using this variation
in spring constants and the change in mercury vapor _)ressure with temperature as
a function of _he sensor ambient, it was possible to determine the optimum operating
range for this mount assembly by means of tbe following relation
ApA1 = KO
Subsfituflng C AT = A p where C is the slope of the mercury vapor pressure curve
at any given ambient, the curve in Figure 6.2.2-2 was genera_zd. The moment arm
(1) equals 0.80 inches; to bring ch._'_static torque data into agreement with the output
rotation as a function of AT data {Figure 6.2.2-1) requires that the effective bellows
area be about. 045 sq. inches. The value of A is actually about half that quoted by
the manufacturer and has been determined as the true effective area which is presel_t
: under conditions of higher pressure wlfich cause the partial bellows collapse. An
examination of Figure 6.2.2-2 shows that for the combination of bellow spring
characteristics and mercury pressure characteris_Acs the greatest gain or mount
rotation for a give_ temperature differential in the sensors occurs between-900 and
1000°F, and requires approximately a 202 ° A T. This range was selected for the
solar test activities.
From the data obtained under thermal equilibrit_m conditions in vacuum the 5 degrees
of mount rotation will require a plus and minus vartation (for opposing sensors) of
approximately 3 watts per sensor, This is shown in Figure 6, 2, 2-3 wtdch indicates
a variation of 35 to 40°F per watt at the 950 ° ambient level for the two sensors plotted,
83
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Tomb. K ap/aT e/aT °F/5° 0
oF IN#/RAD PSI/OF DEG/°F °F
890 52 .60 .0237 210
960 72.8 .86 .0246 202
1000 90 1.04 ,0237 210
1070 150 1.42 .0195 257
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,::-:_tS_.:--[_f-__ _ OPTIMUM -
, o .......:____i___ :.-_-:.. .. . =.:. :::: :::_:::_'
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Mount responses ss a function of frequency was obtained for loads or inertias from
10 to 22 in.-lb sec 2 and for ambient temperatures of 895°F to 1070°F. :['he results
I show that the range of excitation is limited to frequencies below . 024 cps. The systemwas stable for all tests; in no case was the phase shift or lag between sensor temper-
ature and mount angular rotation more than about 50°. Typical results are shown in
T Figure 6.2.2-4. Generally the mount responded as expected in that increasing theinertia increased the lag while increasing the ambient temperature (that is increasing
the system stiffness) decreased the lag.
Unbalancing moments were added and removed from the system at each test temper-
ature and inertial load to determine the damping in the system. Figure 6.2.2-5 is an
example of these data and shows the rotation of the mount resulting from the unbalance
of a function of time. Relating the time constants from these curves to the inertia and
stiffness of the mount determines the system damping, A sample of data indicates
the energy dissipation capability of the mount is close to that analytically determined.
This is quite good correlation considering all the variables involved. For I = 9.6 in. lb.
sec 2 and K = 72.8 in. lb, per radian, the system is more than 11 times critically
damped as determined by the solution of the equation below which describes the envelope
" of a transient response in a proportional type servo system.
E = (-- _ +_$2-1 ) _n te
For the 9.6 in, lb. sec 2 concentrator inertia and a bellows spring constant of 72.8
in, lb/rad., as determined for the bellows With a 960°F sensor tem.pera_re, critical
or natural frequency is:
o_
n = V-_ = 2.75 rad/sec
(,
Using the 5.5 seconds measured in the recovery trace of f_mJve 6.2.2-5 and setting
E = . 37 the value of $ which is the ratio of actual damping to critical damping is:
= f/fc _ 1I. For the system design inertia of 17.5 An, lb. sec 2 which is for a
10 lb. concent_'ator the critical damping, fc is 71.4 in. lbs/rad. Since f for the 9.6
in. lbs. sec 2inertjalsllfc, or 11x.2 _= 582 in. lb./rad, the value of $ for
the design system is:
582$ - - 8.15 actual71.4
i
!:_ as compared to the computer determined design value of 10.
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T 6.2.3 Calorimeter Calibrationand Equilibrium
l
The brazed calorimeterelements with the added micro-quartz insulationwez'e checked
individuallyto insure thatthe reworking was,satisfactory.The elements were placed
in a small vacuum chamber and EB heating was supplied. Shaft temperatures were
measured and a plot of AT vs, power input made. The results showed that the elements
, were stable and the data continuous and reproducible. The elements were then
assembled into the calorimeter body and the final calibration was performed,
The results of the test are shown in Figure 6.2.3-1. These calibration curves
present the power input as a function of AT for each element.
Equilibrium temperatures were also measured during this test at full power input of
810 watts, The cover plate and body were 970°F and 900°F respectively while the
-" ambient temperaW.re of the bellows was 610°F. Cavit5 _ temperature was measured at
.,: 1670°C using an optical pyrometer. These temperatures may be compared with design
point values of 826 °F for the calorimeter body, 750°F for the bellows, and 1700°C for
: the calorimeter Cavity.
Two sensors were mounted in the assembly during these tests. One sensor was
: positioned so tha_ its inner edge coincided with the I.D. of the cover plate. The
,, Second sensor was positioned . 055" further away from the cavity. At full power the
operating temperature of the closer sensor was 1186°F while _hat of the more distant
-.sensor was 1210°F. It was _urprising that the second sensor should be hottez sinceit was further away from the cavity. These excessive temperat_]res and inconsistencies
were attributed to slight leakage currents in the electron bombardment heating circuits.
i (Later solar test results which showed lower and more u1_iform sensor temperaturesconfirmed this conclusion.)
6.3 Solar Test Results
6.3.1 Mount Gain or Static Response
l As indicatedin Section6.I.2, the modified sensors were tobe mounted on top of
She cover plate. Support was provided enly by the capillarywith about 1/32 inch
i clearance between the cover plate and the Sensor placing the centerline of the sensorsin a pls_m approximately 0, 42 inches forward (towards the concentrator) of the focal5
plane. Radially, the sensors were located so that none of the high intensity solar flux
i _ impinged on the sensors with the concentrator in the oriented position. This wa_t _ established visually and was confirmed by noting that the sensor temperatures were
always either equal to, or lower than, the cover plate temperature for zero misorientation,
'i _ Additionally, within the region indicated, it was established that radial displacements
of at least 0.10 inct_ would neither change the se_sor ambient nor tim temperature gain
for #,_ven inputs of misorientation.
_ 90
i
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't The temperature difference between diametrically opposed sensors, based on several
' misorientations in both directions, was determined to be 35"F per one minute
misorientation. This was considered an excellent temperature output since based
i on the laboratory test results shown in Figure 6.2, 2--2, no more than 6 minutes ef
+
persistenL error would be required for the mount to track or follow over ± 5 ° _;
•i 1 misdrientation.
Based on tl!e sensor power calibration Figure 6.2.2.-3, 1 watt of power input will
change the sensor temperature about 33°F. The solar test data indicates, therefor%
that there is approximately 1 watt of power interchange between sensors for 1 minute
of misorientation,
: The mount gain for bellow as{/_emblies No. 10 and 12 is about 2.9 ° .rotation per 100°F '
.i AT.; representing a 25 pet" cent increase 'in gain over 'that establish_d during the
: laboratory testing for this set of bellows. In terms of 'mtsorien_tion, the output is
about 1° rotation per 1 minute misorientation. ::.
_ Bellow assemblies No. 9 and 1t, _vhi.le indicating the same temperature excursion fo{_
II a given misorientation, l?rovided substantially less output rotation than bellows No. 10
I.. and 12. The gain was only 0.9. rptation pe.v.t00°F AT,-or- about 40 pe_ cent of that
,, established during the laboratory tests. While the exac_ cause of this reduced output
:_ has not been determine_., the following events probably relate to this lower output.
,iI I)uring the laboratory tests, bellows-No. 9 and 11 were never s.ubjected to temperatures
t: above 400°P. _ At these temperatures, a decrease in gain w' s detected at the larger
!! mount rotations (see Figure 6.2.1-1). This was attributed to the depletion ofmercury
from the sensor due,to bell'ows collapse: As with the other setof bellows, this cotfld
: be corrected by adjusting the bellow stem sockets for higher bellow temperatures ..
expected during the solar tests. 2'he volume gained through ;'elative expansions of the
•mercury-_ind the stainless steel would tlien keep some mercury in the sen'sor through
. 5° rotation. Conceivably, an overeorrection was affected in that the bellows tempera.-
ture during solar tes t activity was near 700°F rather than 600°F as expected from
'_ .. laboratory; test _results. This would cause the bellows and sensor to completely fill
, dtiring the first solar cycles. The bellow .convolutions would then deform into some
new, .redpossibly stiffer, configuration thereby reducing the gain of the assambly.
_', . mples Of static response during the solar tests' are indicated in Figures 6.3.1-1
_'.,.,'ough Figure 6.3,1-3. Figure 6, 3.1-1 shows the temperature excursions for sensors
'-No, 10 and 12 during _=3 minutes of misorientation and the accompanying rotations.
Figure 6, 3.1-2 is the same kine of data fo_" bellows No. 9 and 11. Figure 6_ 3.1-3
;', indicate_ _the mount response for simultaneous misorientation in botl_ dlrectio_s; the
output for both assemblies is indicated; temperatures were traced continuously only
for sensors No, 1_ arid 12, however. In all these te_ts, ambient sensor temperatures
.." are near 925°F, the bellows are at 700°F, the cover plate temperature is 950"_F, and
the solar' flux is 75 watts per sq, ft.
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I 6.3.2 Mount Fre.q_onse
Solar testing was highly successful in that the frequency range was extended several
: Z times beyond that possible in the laboratory. Without difficulty, response throu2'h
0.16 cps was obtained. Examples of data are incIuded as Figures 6.3.2-1 and 6.3.2-2.
I The frequency response resu!ts are presented in Figures 6.3.2.-3 and 6.3.2-4. The
first of these figures is phase shift as a function of frequency. Thermal lag is related
I to the time delay between the change in orientation signal and the time the sensor: thermocouple senses such a signal. Physically it is related to the time involved to
transfer heat from one part of the sensor to another in that at any one point ._nthe body,T
I a change in heat input instantaneously changes the temperature, Thermal plu_
mechanical lag is the lag between signal and temperature response plus the real
mechanical lag associated with the inertia, stiffness, and damping of the mount. It wasT
not possible to simulate, during the sol_: tests, the large concentrator inertia.
[ Nevertheless, based on the low phase shifts reco. - d during the laboratory tests plus
those reported here, it is expected that a fully loaded mount will remain stable and
I perform satisfactory for frequencies through 0.10 cps.
Figure 6.3.2-4 presents attenuation of output as a function of frequency. Statically and
I at low frequencies, the solar test gain is lower than that indicated by the computerprogram and it attenuates more rapidly. The differences can be explained by the
actual bellows characteristics compared to those used for the computer simulation.
6.3.3 Calorimetric Measurements
_ l Calorimetric measurements were made to determinethe loss of cavity power as afunction of concentrator misorientation. All measurements were taken for offSets in
line with diode simulators 2 and 4 to simplify data _ki .g, and control of the tracker
I orientation. The resulting curves are normalized so as to make them independent of
co_.centrator size and relative solar intensity. Figure 6.3.3-1 shows the percent of
energy absorbed for individual elements as a function of misorientation. These curves
combined or summed to form the curve in Figure 6.3.3-2 which shows the total
were
percent energy absorbed for the entire calorimeter. It is shown that total cavity power
loss can be held to approximately 1.5 to 2 per cent despite a + 5 degree alignment
error in a space vehicle solar power system by using a mount possessing the
characteristics demonstrated in these tests.L
4 C meral Performance and6. Mat_e.ri_atibili_
One failure was expe_'eneed during solar test activity. As a result of cloud cover that
I. caused the solar tracker to hunt or track momentarily over _ 2 or 3 degrees, solar
inputs of 10 to 15 times design values were imparted to sensor No. 9, This resulted
in a burn-out of the sensor. Inspection of the bellows assembly indicated deformati,'.mI
. but not compleAe failure. The burst pressure of the bellows is 1500 psi w_dch is
_ equivalen_ to a mercury temperature of less than 1500°F. This attests to the ability
.... 96
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FIGURE 6.3,3-!
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of the mercury to drain out of the sensor and remain at a lower temperature should a
malfunction or human error result in excessively high solac input.
The mount has been restored to its original condition by replacing the damag._d sensor.
In any further development however, a sensor material able to withstand higher
temperatures should be conbidered.
' By pressurizing the inside of the bellows (the area normally open to vacuum) it was
returned, as best could be determined, to its original confip,arat_.on. Yielding was
initiated at a pressure of 150 psi. This corresponds to a rnere_ry temperature of
970°F and substantiates our observations about deficiencies Of this particular bellows.
The burst pressure of the bellows may be 1500 psi, but it begins to exhibit nonlinear
characteristics at 150 psi.
As indicated earlier, the deficiencies that are known to exist in the bellows should not
detract'from the favorable feaV:res of the mount concept since bellows can be desi_o-ned
to attain the desired characteristics.
Except for the bellows, the rigidity or stiffness of the mount is completely satisfactory.
Each pai'r of bearings supported 15 lbs of load repeatedly during laboratory tests
without bad effects. The operating bearing temperatures were higher than recommended
by the manufacturer but no difficulties were encountered because of this. It seems
certain that other materials could be used in the bearings to eliminate the raarginal
status of this component.
Some static change in null or balance position of the mount was detected during the
tests. This has been attributed to transducer frictional resistance. With the pots
out of the system,_ the mount would oscillate about a unique balance position.
All materials used were found compatible with the operating environment. No
indication of failure or short lived operation was noted for any component. The balli
and socket joints used in the bellows assemblies are not considered suitable but were
adopted only as an expedient and could easily be replaced with a flexure bcaring in
fllture mounts. Similarly, the sensors and capillary and aperture plate nmterials
were made of stainless steel to expedite fabrication of the mount. Other materials
such as tantalum or molybdenum would be much more suitable and woald preclude
burnouts in an improved mount, desigm.
103
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS
I In spite of the ntzmerous difficulties encountered in the testing of the present mount
configuration, all the objectives of the program have been met° Most of the problems
I center around the deficiencies of the bellows. The bellows ,_eleetion, wbJch wasforced by virtue of availability, delivery schedule, cost resulted in a system with
nonlinearities, and g_o,_._slosses in performance due to reductions in effective area
l and increased in spring zate at the design operating pressures. Other les. er compli-
cations such as the introduction of additional and unpredictable volume changes in the
system due to partial collapse of the be!!ows convolutions were also aggTavating
though not .,:nsurmountableo it hay, been definitely established in the program that
mount mechanisms of the t3,pe reported can be built, integrated with compact high
temperature thermioni.c generator hardware, and made to operate in the total
environment of such :, system in space.
The mount has demonstrated steady state gains which are too.re than twice as gre,"t "\.
as specified for the progTmn. The bellows concept chosen for development is flexible
in design and has shown its adaptabilit7 in handling the inertial loads as'sociated with
a wide range of concentrator sizes or weights. Of more importance, the mount has
shown that it is possible to mmke use of the stray flux at the edge of _he focal plane
to permit accurate sensing of concentrator alignment and to pcovide the power
necessary to operate the actuator mechanisms in restoring or reducing alignynent
errors. The small sensor mass used in the present design produces very commendable
response characteristics and at the same time provides inherent safety features which
limit mount operation and possible destruction under conditions of excessive Or initial
misorientation.
There remains several areas in which improvements mast be made before t.he present
concept can be fully qualified for space use. The improvement of the bellows design,
: substitution of refractory materials for use in the sensor assemblies, the elimination
: " of ball and socket joints, would all be areas in which improvement can ce-'tah_ly be
, expected. Also before a true prototTpe mount can be develooed a definite missiofi
and concentrator-generator module must be specified. Each mount: i. spite ol
" inherent flexibilities, should be designed and qualified for a specific application.
t There is no reason to believe the present eonfigura_ion r:..'pr, ents the ultimate in
attainable characteristics° This fact is illustrated by a comparison between the
' mount performance deta arid the characteristics which were _,.,_....... in the computer
a study using idealized component data. Th_.s comparison is best m-tde on the basis of
the response characteristics relating gain and phase shift to a mount dis;,arbance or
I excitation frequency'. Such a comparison is shown in Figxlre '7.0-1 wh.n'e the solar
, and laboratory test data for a concentrator inertia similar to that used in thecomputer
'_ study is plotted along with the original computer result curves. The tes_ results are
quickly seen to be inferior to the ideal or maximum obtainable characteristics but e"e
nonetheless achieving twine the design of objectives of this program and responsive
enough to qualify this present mount for many anticiPated system applications.
,2
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"_ " BELLOWSACTUATOR MOUNT GAIN AND FREQUENCY
RESPONSECHARACTERISTICS
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APPENDIX I
I CALORIMETER DESIGN CALCULATIONS
The Calorimeter design incorporates the features of the most recent thermionicgenerator concepts. The environment in the region of the operational, calorimeter
: is made identical with that of the generator. The calorimeter structures also offer
I similar m'eas for mounting attachments _md the placement of proposed heliotropicdeAces. The calorimeter will be subject to modification to permit integration of the
_ ._ mount as would a generator of prototype design to accommodate system integration.
": No compromise of the gene_-ator or calorimeter hmction will be permitted however.
The-calorimeter will consist of four elements simulating four diodes ofa generator.
,(, ,.,
_- The following calculations will size these elements appropriately.
_'_ Assumptions and Design Values
-_ 1. Solar Const. SC = 75 W/ft 2 (for C]eve.}
_,_ _ ft 2
,_ 2. Conc. Area = Aco n = 18 (with shadowing)
.-a
'_, = = 82 per cent
:_ ; 3. Bell Trans. _ j
'[
:_i 4. Moly Surface Absorptivity e S = 0, 5 (with machining)
! '-
5. Apertur e Dia, = 5/8 inch
£
6. Element Face Dia. = DE = O_8 inch
7. Cavity Radius = R C = 0,5inch
,_ 8. Concentrator Refleetivity _R = 0, 8
Cavity Cavity Absorptivity Calculations:
' _S 1 + (1 -,S) (A/A C- Sin 2 O)
, e (i- A/Ac) + (A/Ac)S ,
,-, .5 1 + ,5 (.109 - 111)
.5 (.891) • .109
a= 90
2
where AC = cavity area
in.
[ Figure 1.
_ l A-1J
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This value is dependent upon a surface
absorptivity of. 5 = _s which is much
higher than for a plaifi moly surface.
Experimental results with grooved TA
and MO have shown. 5 to be reasonable.
Total cavity power is
PC = ACo nxSCx _;RX _;T x
= 18x75x.8x,82x.9=797Watts
where
ACo n effective concentrator area
SC = Solar constant
YR = Concentrator reflectivity
_T = Bell Jar transmission
a = Cavity Absorptivity
For a 4 element calorimeter the power per element (per. diode in the case of a
generator) is calculated:
PE = Pca____l= PC- PS- PR
4 4
where ...
PS = Slit loss which is proportional to As/A C x PC (aS = 1)
PR = #A _C (Tc4)
where _ = a
C
= 5,6Sx 10 -12 x.6252x.785x,9x (20004)
1
6, 45
= 161,5 Watts
1,.-2
+,
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I
797 (I- .020 x 2 x u x 1 x 282/360/2.794) - 161.5
I PE =
_ 4
= 151 Watts per element.
i.
! _ To simulate diode radiator characteristics in the calorimeter elements a rejcction
temperature ,ff 470°C will be used.
A radiator emissivity of. _5 = _R will be assumed.
A first approxnnation of the side losses in each element is necessary to compute the
size of the radiator which will be required.
Element Cros section
,,, Tz %
i! : --Q _ o,
i ,,,
;' '--dHIELDIN
Figure 2.
Q = Q1 + QRII
J
" QI = Q2 + QR2'
': Q2 = QR3
Q = QR1 + QR2 + QR3
A-3
1
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Using a copper radiator _f the type shown will result in a nearly uniform rejection
temperature T 3 based on experience with similar designs. Assuming the disc area ..
must conduct nearly all of the input heat Q to the radiator the value of T 2 may be had l
For ]
QR3 _ Q2 _ Q1 _ Q
27rK_(T 2- 13)QR3 = 151W =
_n r°/rl i-
where
T 3 = 470°0
151 Watts = 516 BTU/hr.
K = 218 BTU-hr.-ft 2 - °F-ft
r = 2"/2
O
• r 1 .75"/2
= .25/12
516x 12x.98
AT = = 17.75°F6.28x 218x.25
. . = 895 OF = 480°C
'd
Assuming a uniform temperature gradient along the shaft and head piece we can
calculate T,1 if radiation Is neglected.
-,-: 'K H A1 (T- T1) KsA 2 (T 1 - T2) _.
-_ 151 W = 516 BTU/hr
516 x.25 x 12x
AT1 m 12x,82x.785 x
51.3
i
A-4
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_(;here
l J_I_I _ . 25/12 ft
i K H = 60 BTV/hr/ft2/°F/i_
d 1 = , 8/12 ft
,_ and T 1 = 2000°K - 28, 5°K = 1971.5°K = 1698.5°K
-- wifll
_S = 1.125 inch
_, KS = 56 BTU/hr/ft2/°F/f_
A2 = 516 x 1.125(3080- 895)x56x12 = '39_ x10 -3 ft2
d2 = .270 inches
The above calculations are made with the assumption QR1 and QR2 may be kept small.
' A check of this assumption is as follows:
QR1 = ',_:_"e 1 AR1 (T14 - TS1 ) = Power Radiated to first shield
AR1 is stated to be -- 1/2 7r dH J_Hbecause ofthe view of adjacent hot
elements.
Considering multipleshields:
QR1 _ 4 4 , 4
AR 1 k (T 1 -TS1 ) = k (Ts1 - rs2 ) .... Es (TsN 4)
We cm] solve for QR1 if TSN is known or the equslities can besimplified.
1
with k = 1 1
A-5
!
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where E = head emissivity (for moJy), and 'S = e I shield emissivity1
letting a = ,S/X
A
then (T14 - TS14) = a TSN
(Ts1 - TS2 ) = aTsN4
4
(Ts2 - TS3) = a TSN
(Ts(N - 1)- TSN) = a TSN 4
Summing we get
T14- TSN4 = _ aTsN 4
= 4
and T14 (Na + 1) TSN
If N is chosen to give 6 shields:
QR1 = e 4 '1 ( T14 "_
%1 s (TSN)= l_a-T?l,
:For , = . 15 for moly foil
= 1
9714/ 1.
= 2.09 WattsQm = 5.68x_ x6.4_x.25x.8_.15_TV.i_+ 1/
Similarly for the shaft:
QR2 = _ 1 AR2 (T24)
T1 + T 2
where T2 may be taken as the average 2
Again assuming 6 shields:
QR__22 = _1 \Na+AR2
{,1. 362_4
QR2 = 5.68x.,_84xl.125xTrx 6.45x.15 \ 12.5/
QR2 = i. 96 Watts 4-6
,i
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The calculated values of QR1 and QR2 give a total radiation loss of only 4.05 watts
out of 151. Such small percentile losses are negligible In this approximation,
,!
The radiator area may be calculated using the reduced value of QR3
'l QR3 = Q - QR1 - QR2 = 146.95 Watts
1 QR3 = ¢ _ R AR3 (T34)
!
- 2
AR3 = 146.95/5.68 x. 85 x (, 7.43) 4 = 99 cm
Using the conical radiator design with a length of 1", an average outer diameter of
- 2 3/8", and an average inner diameter of 2 1/8" the following effective area is
calculated,
22 _) 2- (2.375 7rx 1 + 2.125xrrx 1+ 1 1/ Ir 6.45 = 93,9 cm
- The last term in the brackets is the rear disc surface. The forward surface is
neglected due to the shieldingeffect of the calorimeter body, The 93.9 cm 2 will
radiate 135 watts at 4_0°C, The remaining 12 watts may be reasonably attributed
" to conduction losses which will be associated with the mounting arrangements.
Appropriate adjustments in area or emissivity will be made after prelim-inary
calorimeter tests if necessary.
Thermocouples will be located in the shaft section 1/2 inch apart. The temperature
gTadient over this length will, be measured with these thermocouples to determine
Q, the equivalent clement power input, Electron bombardment wiil be used to
calibrate or accurately establish the various values of AT according to the power
input level thereby providing a calorimeter function with the four elements.
^ .
I
f '
[
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. APFENDIX II
r_f '
_-, ._-_' _" "_IC MOUI"_T COMPUTER STUDY NOTES
.] The fnll',,;v._ng _,ge_co_t_n,t} _Jminary calculations of mount component character-
istics u,c,:_d tbY,Jki_ , --, LJ_._.g:'am the bellows-vapor pressure mount on the analogue
r:L
1
!
SENSOR INPUT POWER DETERMINATION UNDER SOLAR OPERATION
The following _'u_ yes are _ioed to determine the probable sensor power input as a
i, function of pox't ion rela:ive to the cavity aperture. '_
i The original flux data was obtained by ra¢tiometer measurements with the tracker and
:: bell jar system during TRW's thermionic program tests.
r, ,,
;i The flux profile dai;a shown in Figure I is summed graphically in Figures 2 and 3 to
_: de_ermine the tota!, power intercepted by a sensor entering the focal spot. The sensor
_ i_ assumed _;obe a. 60 wide rectangular plate, located in the focal plane. The total
,; sensor power interception is summarized in Figure 4,I,
Ii _
_' CHARGING ,FLUID SURVEY ""!
.i_ A brief review of potential charging fluids has narrowed the candidates to those shown
!i in i'_igure 5. Other fluids including liquid metals have been rejected because of high
cllemica' reactivity, tow temperature decomposition characteristics, or difficulties
in handht.,g or charging procedures. Of the group remaining, mercury or water appear
most suitable. Mercury will be selected because its vapor pressure is reasonable for
i operation at the 900 to ll00°F sensor temperatures expected, it is available in a pure
_ state, and is easily handled. The vapor pressure characteristics of mercury are
given in Figure 6,
t GENERATOR AND SENSOR Hr3AT BALANCE CALCULATION
:!
_ From earlier calculations the loss through the side shields is 4, 05 watt per element.
The slit loss is 797 x (1 - . 965) = 27.8 watts. In addition the sun will contribute somepower in space, but not in the environmental chamber which encloses the rear face.
•! The remaining beat input _,'omes from the Mement radiator_. The following equations
'_ apply:
,i
'_
[
_B-_I
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.CENSORINPUT FOWER
VEP..SLS LOCATION
( BTU/_.rC= 1.054Kw)
Ps = _(FXAX K)
RADIAL DISTANCE FROM AXIS INCHES
12 MINUTI-S OF ARC 0
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ql = O" _ A 1 (Ta 4- TB 4)
q =
".¢9,5" 1I
!
: q2 = °_2 A2 (T34 - TB 4)G
• // qBl = _ _BAB1TB 4
qB = 0" _ B AB TB'*
O0/BI
/
/
/i
Figure : //
: Radiator-Calorimeter Arrangement and Heat Flux Pattern
" The heat balancc in Figure 7 is given by:
q _" ql + q2 + PSL * PS = qB1 _'qB-" qc
!
v, here q = insulator conduction per element
ql := shield loss transfer (approximation)
q2 = edge loss transfer
• qBl = edge radiation (1/4 of body)
qB = top and bottom radiation (1/4 of body)
qc = support conduction (1:obe neglected)
'I 11 = .6 cmavg,
A I :: q x 6.45 x.1,t62)'.785 avg.
= .43zcm2
B-8
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t
K I = . ,2/4. 156 = . 0287 watts cm °C
i
A 1 = (_r (22 - 121 /4) x 5.45 = 15.2 cm 2
J' 9
A 2 .7. v.aag._..,"_,1/_om_.., estimated erie o*_,'_.^.. .._ _. e_.__er. ,-:_.e.,..-_,_-:_,,_ *"_'_*'b_"°h"_"_
vicar factor
AB = 7_44cm 2 effective area top and bottorn/elem.4
: ABI -_ A2
1 Assuming a _aachined surface on back of
_i =
_!_l + __!_ -I rad. and bedy block
• 15 .15
-- . 08
= . 62
e 2
_B -" .7
(r = 5.68 watts °K4 (For temp. x 1000 °)
N = 4 shields (with uniform temp. grad.)
Substituting in the heat balance equation and solving for T B yields
T B = ?lS°K = 442oc
The body equilibrium temp is 442°C based on this approximate heat balauce. Yt re-
mains to establish the sensor equi]ibrium temperature to insure re_;sonable operating
ambient conditions.
Assuming a cylindrical sensor wservo_r with a small diameter to l.ength and neglect-
ing end effects we can write the heat balance for the typical georaetry in Figure 8.
B
• i
1
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To .p F)LATE_/
Sensor-Cavity Heat Balance '
?
Figure 8
-i From Figure 8I
i
qRS _- qRB'; q = qc _ qE* qF
': qF : solar flux (to be negl_;cted in the calculation of T S ambient)
q = heat conducted Item sensor by support eapillar (to be neglected
due to very small value compared to radiant transfer)
It will be aasumed that the sensor is blackened except for OC , OE which is gold plated
and polished,
Titan,
t- 9RS 4 "
" qRs : 0" _RS ._-_-0--Trd s 1s T s
OR_
'; qRB '= °_ _RB "_ _ (isls (Ts 4- TB4)
' B-lh
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!.I
" t qc = o" eC 36--'-__ ds _s (Tc'" - TS4)
0E
qE =' _ _E ._6-0 ' ds ls (TE 4- TS 4)
= 5.68 for T in °Kx 1000
e_,_ = , 9 blackened sensor
l
eRB - 1 1 - . 65
, -- + -- -- 1
.9 ,7
' 1[ e- - -- 0497
i C i I "
"[ 9 05[ ° •
,I
1
• E - 1 1 = . 0438
• 26 .05 [
gRS 210
- - . 583 I,360 360
ORB 180
360 - 360 - "5 i
OC 70 r
360 360
V
0E 50 ,_
._ _ .1 ,360 360
TB --715"K --
' T E = 2000°K
T C - 200t)OK
t
Substituthlg in the heat balm:ice equiltton from l,'i!_re 8 and dividing through by
•' [ dTr d s I s we get. ,,,
• l /
!
( ,
1
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I
t
: .gx .583 IS" _: .65 x.5 ITS 4-.7154 ) = .0497 x.19.x (2.04- TS 4) _.0438
I"
X .1.4 (2.04- TS "i) _ :
£_'t6 T -t : ._,o,,q t• _ . or.o,
• T.S = 788°K _-_959OF
i "
This is a reasonable sensor ambient in the absenee o; any signal power input. The
. corresponding v_;F,:-- ?rest,are with mercury as a fluid will be 140 psi, The preceding |
"" heat balm_ce is very simplified and the ac_al ambient equilibrium _ill best be |
determined by test.
1
Using a . 0_;0 area bellows (OD = 11/32) at. 9 radius the sensor volume can be l
calculated for - 5° concentrator motion.
10
i) = r 0 =,9 x -- .156"
: 57.7
3
VI: -- 0 A B = .156 x .06 = .00935 h]
For V_ = 2 VF andl := .6". G
f
i 2x .00935 x 4
d s = .(; = .199in.
360 - (0 e ,- @E
,, Then A[_B + :\RS -- "6 x .199 x, 360 ,
- 2
:: ,25 in
Also ei{l_ _ el{S = .9 ×,583 _.65 x ,5 = .785
•1 1,083
,I
_ From 959 to 1100°F the l'tit,c' of ct,,moe in radiated power is approximately 0046
BTb/sec °F in 2 for e = 1
J
I watt solar input will caise T S
BTU
• &q ._ 1 Sec .;]5 x.7,_5x KAT s
J
i
: 1
&Ts - .25 X .785 x .046 - lll°F
"I
B-t2
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It is apparent that the introduction of even t watt ;viii produce a large change in T S.
t It is that the structure will have be with sufficientlikely support
to desigmed cross
section to stabilize l' S within reasonable limits. An additional fin to aid in radiant
| rejection may also be added to _,,_ enclosed portion of the sensor. A third possibility
| is to add a grid to sMeld the sensor iil part Lom the solar flux to reduce power
transfer. These options will have to be tested in tlae lab using dummy sensors.
Assuming the nominal sensor operating temperature will be 1070°F or llI.°F above: ', _alorimeter ambient it is possible to evaluate response time in the sensor and the
_" initial rate of change ef pt essure With a 1 wa[t sign_al._|, ':
' _ Using
%'j,
'::' d_ft_ dT; - MCp--
dr dt
and substituting
M = Vsx _o = .01870x .29
:" Cp = ,12 Btu/#
I
d-f1 _ t0 -3 Bt,,/seedt
I'
The rate of change of sensor temperature is
d__T_. 10 -a = 1.52 °F/see/wattdt .0187 x.29x.12
ush_g mercury as the fluid charge
": alp. :- 1.4x 1.52 = 2.1 psi/see/wattdt
: where 1.4 is the slop :_ of the mercury pressure-temperature, curve.]
The sensor response time may be approxh,,a_ed by
!i
' 139 seconds
'I 31'C m 3 x 11.1[,52×
tl_3
,!1
,4
I
1
" B-13
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Support conduction loss from the sensor along its capillary tube len_h is as foil .... =.
KA '
a -- 1 f'Is- TE)
") L,
A : .062- /4X 6.45 = .0194 cm _-
.2
K -- watts/*C cm" cm
4.1_6
1 = !era
.2 x .0!94
q - (_4_- 715) = .!24 v:atts4. ]86
",he small value of q justifies dropping :he quantity in sensor temperavare deter-
minations but indicates the need for larger support sectio is to adjust for solar
flu:_ i._.put.
BELLOWS SE LECTION
A survey of various bellows m_mffacturers has shox_ n several possible st2._ndard
bellows which may be ot use in mount designs. These bellows a= _ compared here
to select the most appropriate for use in t_e design.
I
The beilc.ws selected should be compatible with size and pressure requirement of
: the mount. .\Iso the bel:,ows should be of steel or r_onel to insure compatabflity
with mercur3", and the pr-perties (,f the bellows sh)uld yield tl_e gTeatest amount
of usePal work and lequire a minimam of sensor i,,'entol3" volume to insure fast
thermal response. By assuming a "_mximurta c,ng:_ 0 = 5 _, a pcrsistent torque
of 5 in =, and a pressure of 270 psi at 1070°F for t_,e :ensor the various bellows
can be compared using the following e_ationn.
") K ,i
r = rpA-r'0- N
where r = :'adius arm in.,
A -- effeeth'c are in 2
K : spring rate/cony. --.//in. /cony.
N : number of convolutions.
Also 0 = r 0 an4 N = 8/K l
B- 14
i
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I '
! ,vhere K1 : :,,_c< .:dl. .... ;.:t_ CcP.ecti,:n per convolution in. /cony.
- : r 2 0 i',
L:,c.-. • = r pA
r0
;:.
!
-- r (p A - K 1 K)
- Table I
" Table of Standard Bellows Characteristics
Bello_s ()D in. :, in. 2 K a/in" in, max.p m:_x psi K N _'• _ z :_LK. conY.
cony. l cony,
1 !./4 . 033 " iO0 1300 . _33 30
2 5/16 .0485 2790 920 .002 22
11/32 .06 l_O0 1500 .005 25
_ 4 15/32 .12 1640 619 ,00"i 14
: 5 9/16 ,l_ 6_i0 360 .009 30
z
For _" : 5 _-:. r ma:," be 9"Aain along with the number of convolutions N required
for +L,.=aeflectionof 5_.
_i Table II
3
Bellows r in. N Vol. in. Work in. "
1 2.94 29 8.4 x 10-3 i. 35
-3
2 .663 43 2.77 x 10 .592
-?
: 3 .5t5 17 2. B2 x 10 .6
4 .193 22 2.0 x 153 :495
5 .1 34 .... 1O.......... 1. £5 x 10 -3 .,165
f
r + _ ' (rA p + 5} 0 in,#" W6rk : -(_'!---'-_¢" 0 :
ii [ 2 2
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The above tabulation shows a definite advantage in several areas for the 3rd bellows.
,|
,_so, the size, radius, number of convolutions and maximum pressure are satisfactory
for use in the mount. Bellows _.', and #5 require too small a radius. Bellows -_2 and I
, 34 require co_-olutions in excess of the number available. Bellows #1 required a
very large radius m_d 4 times the sensor volun __ of the other units.
iI
Having selected bellows _3 as mc_t suitable a complete set of characteristics m_, be
tabulated. I
iAi,;wLng the radius to vary from • 5 to _, 5 inches ahd assuming a max 0 of - 6_ or 12°
total the following Table is m_de. t|
Table HI
Diameter Free Spring !
Radius In. Defi._,ction In. Volt.me In. 3 Sensor In. Convolutions Length Rate
r a V d N FL In. K ixl#/Rad.
.5 104 6.25 x 10-3 .115 21 ,965 16.7
-3
75 156 9. "_• o xl0 .14t 31 1,425 25.3
"3
1.0 208 12.5 x 10 .163 42 1.93 33.0
-3
1.25 26 15.6 x l0 .182 52 2, 39 42.0
-3
1.5 312 18.7 x I0 . i99 62 2. ,_6 52.0
•6 125 25 36
Since the bellows is limited i,o 25 convolutions by the manufactt, rer, A radius of
• .6 is desired. Since the radius of the diode elements may be . 5 inches with shielding,
the bellows radius is:
11
5 '+ _--:/2 = . 672" min.$ 3Z
This Indicates a slight over stressing of thebellows at 0 > 10.7 °.
i
i
A practical desi_ radius is chosen to be . 8 inch, This allows . 3 tot bellnw ,_nd
enclosure cylinder radius in the calorimeter. With 25 convolutions the maximum
stroke should be . 125 or . 156 vadians, and. 156 radians = 9°. Using F_lton Sylphon's
. nomographs it appears a cycle lifo of 12,000 may be expected because of the low
._ operating to maximum pressure ratio with a 110e,_,or 10 ° deflection.
B--16i
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Because deflection is really 2 5¢ it is likely a still _ceater cycle life will result
| although most bellows life times are specified assuming deflection in one direction
1 only.
: Design Values f-'r Computer Program
r = ,8" K2 = 36in/'rad, N : 25
2
:i FL = 1.15" Pdes = 270 psi A = .06in,}
] o = -2 _- Cycle Life 12,000 P 1500 psi
:] max
!
] Small Diameter Capillary Damping Calculation
i
!
I !:'_eorie"t't_nn of a 3olar concentrator required the application of a force to the mass
! of tile system. Lrnle_ 9,e energy given the mass is somehow dissipated, continued
i oscillation .52 me concentrator will result. To prevent this small diameter eapi!laries
l
,[ _, e used as dampers. The analysis uses preoeding calculations indicating the
! na_ral h'equency oI the concentrator mass -- spring system.,
i
.] Represent the system as follows:
I
!
Lr)I X"'_ M = mass of system assumed concen-/
! d_ 0 t ?" " / trated
, _ m collector = _9 see
I
! for, a w_. of 10.
• h = 26 in
_2/7.//7_/_7_7__F_ - r -- , .q in (assumed
I<2 = stiffness of bellows
I
Figure 9
I{_,_forin'r . . Torque :: T -: moment arm x force
T : 2 r x K1 r
_ "2 _'2r2 K1 K1, = torsionalspring constant
I for K 1 : '70 #/!n, I<2 -: 72 in.]btad.
P-17 ,
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The undamped differential equation of motion is
ab' KO:O '=
Tb.e undamped natur._3 frequency is -"
t
._n =
h2 2For K =':74 in. lb and J = M = 17.5 _ see in.
rad.
rad.
_on = 2.1_ SCgC.
Critical damping is I" = 2 _/ KJ
Cr V , ,
Consider now the ene_'gy dissipated in mercury flowing in small tdbes.
2
sec
at 360°C, _ = density -- 00119 ,_
' _ ° ' 4
._ in
-5 # see
: at 340 C, p = viscosity =. 0134 x 10 2
in
: head loss = h = fl V2
I, d 2g
whcce f = _Vd
P
1 : length of tube
For the torsional syslem, the damping torque (c) is defined as the damping torque
When the angular velocity = 1 red, per sec.
First write ¢.:in general terms for utilization in computer progn-am.
At 0 = 1 radper see
in
, Vb -- vel. bellows = r-_8,9C'
' A x Vb
V _ vel,capillaryfluid-
c A capillary
where A :: ,785 d2
e
' B- 18
i
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f", . ..
; J t " " " "
, . .
- "-.: " L _
Equivalentpressure [or head lossis ......
I
] _tad the damping t(_rqun per c_il}arv -is -= - _-
2
: c; '- _A1) x r _ 3'1, LA r[..
"e'
321_ t V
,,' where h; :: c ---
._ g_ d2
and .V A V--" b
•785 d2
These equations yield for'{) = ! (Vb = i x r_
4fl.8"r p 1 A2 r 2: C =
_Ogd 4
For mercury
3' = ,460 /in 3
sec 2
= . 0011 2
in
-5 see
= . 0134 X 10 2
in
i and for'
I
1 = 1 inch
2
•: A : .060 in
'i r : l in('h
I[
I
'[ ,1 -- .010 iiteh
!
.1
c = 1.97 in per rad per see. for 1 capillary, 1" ]ongof.010" dia.}
:A
l
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IValu_,s of c for two capillaries at several radii are plotted in Figure 10.
UMng r = . _J inches _md Ab = . 060 in2 the, alue of (capillary ler.gth) is determined !from:
I
: f(: ]
C
I
_or any capillary diameter selected. ]
Miscellaneous System Characteristics
A
i
Critical damping fe =-- 72 in. -/rad./see. = ,_ -j-K1- fc24j2 -0
Bearing spring rate K B ,_ 2 in ,,_'tad.
spring rate K1 = 2 K2 _ K B =74ir:. #/rad.
ffl
Torsional
1
Time constant rc -= fc = .475 sec.
2,3
K 1
Natural [requeney con = ,_/-j- = 2. t rad/see
2 10 262 2
Design inertial J = M r - 32.2 × 12 x = 17.5 in see
-3
Sensor heat capacity M = 2.89 x 10 BTU/sec°F
cp
The computer dia_';Lm is as shown in Figure Ii. The initial program diagram includes
all key components ,and uses the design values established herein.
B.-20
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!2 HgCAPILLARIES, I" LOIqG, WITH _ MOMENT ,aRMS
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